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Welcome
Dear Friends,
We are pleased to introduce our 2022 The Journey from Sense to Soul, Kappeler Institute USA Catalog.

Our Focus is on Serving Students
Our commitment is that each student have access to the
materials and support they need to study Science. Email
us anytime with questions or suggestions on serving you
better. Consider us a partner in your study.

What’s New in our Catalog
Our 2022 Catalog comes in both print and
digital versions. The digital (pdf ) Catalog has
the following features:
n Live Buttons. Clicking on buttons and links
will take you directly to the KI USA website.
n Free Downloads. You may download any of our
books or recorded classes online for FREE.
n Purchase online using PayPal. We now use
PayPal as our shopping cart and checkout software.
For more information, see Ordering Information,
page 6 or visit our website at www.kappelerinstitute.org.
If you have any questions, please contact us at KI USA.

The Journey from Sense to Soul
The journey from sense to Soul is an individual journey and takes place within each one of us. It is
a steady evolution of our consciousness from a material standpoint to a spiritual standpoint. As our
individual consciousness evolves and becomes one with divine Being, our experience changes. At this
time in history, we are all being called to undertake this journey, but it is up to us to actually accept
the challenge.
As Kappeler states, “We cannot meet the challenges of a new age with a model of consciousness
adapted to the past. New demands require new methods. Accordingly, I have tried to explain that
so-called world crises are not something outside of us, but are entirely a matter of consciousness.
As such, it asks each of us to undergo a fundamental transformation and deep spiritual awakening.
Our duty is to pioneer this consciousness-change—to tackle the world’s problems and to work out
individually the demands of universal salvation. However, to do this we must once and for all shift
our attention away from narrow, personal problems and address ourselves to the fundamental issues
facing mankind. If we can let go of our attachment to the gnats of mortal life and be big enough in
consciousness, we can fulfill our mission ... The Science of being bestows on us a gift of incomparable
value—the gift of being able to discern the spiritual steps demanded by the age, including the
solution to every problem facing mankind” (Edited excerpt from Max Kappeler, The Spiritual
Breakthrough to the Next Millennium, pp. 6–7).

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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Welcome continued

About Max Kappeler
Dr. Max Kappeler, Switzerland (1910–2002),
was a dedicated and lifelong student of Christian
Science. After completing his Ph.D. in economics
at the University of Zürich, he began his pursuit
of a more scientific sense of Christian Science,
joining John W. Doorly’s (C.S.B., London, 1878–
1950) research group in 1938. The outbreak of
war brought him back to Switzerland, where in
1948, after a successful business career, he felt
compelled to devote his entire energies to the
research, teaching, and practice of the Science
of Christian Science. For over 50 years he
wrote books and held classes on this subject in
Switzerland, Germany, England, and the United
States. His writings have been published in
German and English.
The uniqueness of Kappeler’s life work was
that he built upon the work of his teacher,
John Doorly, by elaborating the spiritually
scientific laws that underlie the Bible, Science
and Health, and the Model of Being. His work
thus fully elucidated Mrs. Eddy’s statement, “In
the year 1866, I discovered the Christ Science or
divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love, and named
my discovery Christian Science” (S&H 107:1).
The pith of Kappeler’s work is that he defined
every spiritually scientific law by its place-value
within the divine system, the factors of the law,
and the criteria needed to define the law. His
pioneering work into the spiritual realm and its
universal laws is revolutionary and unprecedented.
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About the Science of Christian
Science (the Science of Being)
The scientific system that underlies the Bible
and Science and Health is comprised of three
ontological root categories. These main categories,
called “the divine system of reference,” are:
1) The 7 synonymous terms for God. The
nature and essence of God is defined in Science
and Health as: “Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, Love” (S&H 465:10).
2) The 4-fold operation of God. God’s modus
operandi, as defined in Science and Health, is
derived from the four sides of the Holy City in
the Bible: Word, Christ, Christianity, Science
(see S&H 575:16–19).
3) The 4 levels of Science. Science in its
dimensional sense is presented throughout the
Textbook as: Science itself, divine Science, absolute
Christian Science, and Christian Science.

About the Kappeler Institute USA
The Kappeler Institute for the Science of Being
is a non-profit, 501(c)3 tax-exempt corporation.
Its main purpose is to give wider scope to the
revolutionary research, writing, and teaching of Dr.
Max Kappeler, Switzerland (1910–2002), founder
of the Kappeler Institute USA in 1973.

Mission of the Kappeler Institute
for the Science of Being USA
The Kappeler Institute for the Science of Being
USA’s mission is to publish, protect, and promote
Kappeler’s works on the Science of Christian
Science. Assisting students in their study of Science
is a primary activity.

more information online: www.kappelerinstitute.org

Affiliations
Max Kappeler’s work and the
Kappeler Institute for the Science of
Being USA are not associated with,
or endorsed by, any church or
religious organization.

Partnership Between
Students and KI USA
A reciprocal relationship
exists between KI USA and
Kappeler’s students.
KI USA’s role is to make it easy
for students to access and study
Kappeler’s work on Science. We have
placed the entirely of Kappeler’s life’s
work on our website; now, anyone
with an internet connection can
study Science. We are available to
answer your questions—just contact
our office.
A student’s responsibility is, first and foremost, to
study Science. There is nothing more important
than individual study and prayer, as it leads to everevolving consciousness.

Supporting the Idea
In addition to study, how else can you support
the idea of Science?
Introduce others to the KI USA website.
Mention Kappeler’s work to potential students.
Forward the website URL to your friends, mention
it in your blog, post it on social media. The KI USA
website contains everything potential students need
to learn more about Science.
n

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617

n Support KI USA financially
Consider a small donation each time you download
a free book or recorded class. Or, make monthly or
annual donations. Your gifts go directly to keeping
Kappeler’s work available to everyone.

Become a Study Partner
Add your name to our Study Partner List to find
like-minded individuals with whom you can share
and discuss. For more information, contact KI USA.
n

Put Your Name on our Mailing List
Keep up to date with KI USA’s activities and
offerings by adding your name to our KI USA
Mailing List. Provide us with an e-mail address to
get the most up-to-date information. We never share
your contact data with third parties.
n
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Ordering Information
Orders

Shipping International

Website orders will be filled the next business
day (office hours Tues, Wed, Fri, 11 am – 4 pm
Pacific Time). To order by mail, please use the
enclosed Book and Recorded Classes Order
Form. To order by phone or e-mail, please
provide us with the book titles and/or class
audio codes you wish to order.

We use United States Postal Service (USPS),
Airmail International under 4 lbs, Priority Mail
4 lbs and over. Airmail normally arrives within
4–10 days, although some countries’ mailing
times are much longer. Your order will be
shipped using the least expensive option unless
you request otherwise.

Payments

Fee Corrections

The KI USA now uses PayPal as our website
credit card processor. PayPal accepts all major
credit cards and bank accounts; it charges your
account at the time of sale. You do not need to
have a PayPal account to order online.

It is our intention to keep shipping and handling
charges as low as possible. KI USA reserves
the right to correct or adjust shipping and
handling fees to reflect our actual costs without
prior notification.

n

n

To pay with a credit card, without using
PayPal: Call KI USA with your VISA or
MasterCard number and expiration, or mail in
an order form. Never e-mail your credit card
information.
To pay by personal check: Request an invoice.

Credit Card Security
n

KI USA does not keep your credit card data on
file or use a POS terminal.

Shipping USA
We use United States Postal Service (USPS)
Media Mail for mailing all orders within the
USA. Media Mail normally takes 4–10 days and
is the least expensive option. You may also choose
Priority Mail or Express Mail—please indicate
these options when you order.
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Returns
Books or recordings may be returned for any
reason, as long as they are returned within
a reasonable period of time and in saleable
condition. Refunds will be made in the form of
credit to your KI USA account.

Cancellations
You may cancel your order at any time.
If your order has already shipped, please write
“refused” on the package when you receive it,
and it will be returned to us. If you have already
opened your order, please return it to KI USA
via Media Mail (least expensive) and ask for
Delivery Confirmation.

Missing or Damaged Orders
Please let KI USA know of any problems with your
order as soon as you are aware of it. We will move
quickly to rectify the situation.

more information online: www.kappelerinstitute.org

BOOKS AND RECORDED CLASSES ORDER FORM

KAPPELER INSTITUTE for the Science of Being USA
PO Box 99735, Seattle, WA 98139-0735
Telephone 206.286.1617
Email mail@kappelerinstitute.org n Website www.kappelerinstitute.org
Book Title or Recorded Class Tape Code

Format

Price

Quantity

Item Total

q Book / Booklet
q CD-mp3
q Book / Booklet
q CD-mp3
q Book / Booklet
q CD-mp3
q Book / Booklet
q CD-mp3
Please send a print Catalog to: q me q to a friend (check one)

Complimentary

$0

Please send an Introductory Packet to: q me q to a friend (check one)

Complimentary

$0

SHIPPING USA: Media Mail is
the default shipping method.
SHIPPING UPGRADE:
q Priority Mail

q Express Mail

INTERNATIONAL: Airmail is the default
shipping method under 4 lbs., Priority Mail
over 4 lbs.

Product Subtotal
(For orders delivered to WA State)

WA Sales Tax

Calculated
by KI USA

Shipping & Handling

Calculated
by KI USA

q Inform me of shipping cost before mailing

For more information about our ordering and shipping policies, please see the
KI USA Catalog, p. 6, or KI USA Policies on the ABOUT KI webpage.

ORDERED BY (shipping address):
NAME _______________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________

Total Amount (Invoiced at time
of shipping, do not send check)

Calculated
by KI USA

PAYMENT OPTIONS
q Please send an invoice with my order
q Please charge my VISA or MasterCard
Do not email your credit card number to us—please mail

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Card #_____________________________________________

PHONE ______________________________________________

Expiration date (mm/yy): _____________________________

EMAIL _______________________________________________

Signature __________________________________________

PLEASE SEND AS A GIFT TO (shipping address):
NAME _______________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

q I wish to make a tax-deductible donation to the
Kappeler Institute USA in the amount of $ _________
q Please add my name to your newsletter mailing list
Your personal information will not be shared with third parties

q Send me more Books and Recorded Classes
Order Forms

Please mail or email this completed form to: Kappeler Institute USA, PO Box 99735, Seattle, WA 98139-0735

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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BOOKS

Animal Magnetism
—Unmasked

The Bible in the Light of
Christian Science,Vol. II: Exodus

Max Kappeler

Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

“Animal magnetism” is a 19 century
term that Mary Baker Eddy used to
indicate the character and workings
of finite, mortal mind—what
psychology calls the human psyche
and consciousness. This book is a
complete exposition of the concept of
“animal magnetism.” It begins with
an in-depth history of mesmerism,
and then reviews the development
and history of handling animal magnetism through studying the
seven “Main Editions” of Science and Health. Finally it reviews
the scientific method of handling animal magnetism through
understanding spiritually scientific laws.
th

$25 Paperback, 192 pages
FREE (pdf, 6 MB)

Kappeler’s series of four books
on the Bible reveal the structure,
symbolism, and Science of the Bible.
In Vol. I: Genesis, thought was led
up to the point of Joseph—the
consciousness that recognizes that
error (Egypt) must be handled. In
Vol. II: Exodus, spiritual evolution is
taken further to show exactly how
error must be analyzed, uncovered, and annihilated.
EXODUS covers:
Mind = the birth of Moses (seven steps)
Spirit = the calling of Moses (seven steps)
Soul = the seven plagues
Principle = the seven proofs attending the exodus out of Egypt
Life = the seven ascents
$20 Paperback, 90 pages

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-14, The Development of Handling Animal Magnetism in Science and Health
(3 hours, see page 41)
n C-1 AN, CH. V, Animal Magnetism Unmasked, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life (8 hours, see page 30)
n C-2 AN, CH. V, Animal Magnetism Unmasked, The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation (9 hours, see page 33)

The Bible in the Light of
Christian Science, Vol. I: Genesis
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

Over the centuries the Bible has
been studied bit by bit, but not as
a coherent, structural whole. These
bits have been interpreted from the
standpoint of personal inspiration,
beliefs, or theological dogma. In the
late 1930s, John W. Doorly, CSB
London, (1878–1950), Kappeler’s
teacher, laid the foundation for the
discovery of the spiritual structure underlying the Bible through
his deep study of the divine categories of God as presented in the
Christian Science textbook, Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures. Kappeler’s series of four books on the Bible reveal the
structure, symbolism, and Science of the Bible. Volume I: Genesis
sets the seed plot for the entire Bible based on the first record of
creation, the second record of creation, and the seven 1000-year
periods in biblical history. Genesis closes with the story of Joseph.

FREE (pdf, 20.5 MB)

The Bible in the Light of
Christian Science, Vol. III:
Joshua, Judges
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

Kappeler’s series of four books
on the Bible reveal the structure,
symbolism, and Science of the Bible.
In Volume III, the Book of Joshua,
the journey from sense to Soul
(wandering) is concluded. In the
Book of Judges, we learn that God
demands our adherence only to that
which is divinely right.
JOSHUA covers:
Truth = crossing the river Jordan and entering the Promised Land
(seven steps).
JUDGES covers:
Love = settling in the Promised Land by overcoming enemies
(the seven noumena of evil).
$20 Paperback, 210 pages
FREE (pdf, 25 MB)

$20 Paperback, 124 pages
FREE (pdf, 16 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n C-1G, CH. XV, Genesis, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook
— Our Way of Life (26 hours, see page 31)
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BOOKS

The Bible in the Light of
Christian Science, Vol. IV:
I & II Samuel
Max Kappeler

Christian Government—
Its Scientific Evolution
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE

Kappeler’s series of four books on the
Bible reveal the structure, symbolism,
and Science of the Bible.
Volume IV: I & II Samuel shows
how prophecy develops into
right government and a sense of
true manhood.
I & II SAMUEL covers:
Mind =

Samuel appears as the first prophet, Saul is appointed king
of Israel
Spirit =
Saul’s decline; Jonathan’s strength in battle; David chosen
by Samuel in secret
Soul =
Saul persecutes David, but David always escapes
Principle = David does not kill Saul; Saul kills himself;
David anointed king
Life =
David becomes king of both Judah and Israel
Truth =
David’s trials and weaknesses overcome
(Bathsheba, Solomon born, Absalom defeated and slain)
Love =
Peace restored after the revolt; David’s rule fulfilled in
establishing theocratic government

$20 Paperback, 258 pages
FREE (pdf, 8 MB)

Law constitutes government—a
correct understanding of divine law
is necessary in order to demonstrate
true government.
Kappeler’s spiritually scientific study
of the Manual of the Mother Church
reveals that the Manual contains
deep laws that stand behind the
self-evolution of scientific spiritual
understanding. The first edition of
this book was published in 1946, and was the “spring board” for
Kappeler’s life work on the structure of Being/being and its laws.
$25 Paperback, 106 pages
FREE (pdf, 1.6 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n J-8, Theocracy in the Light of Christian Science (4 hours, see page 38)

KEY TO THE BOOK SECTION

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-42, I & II Samuel—The David Story (5 hours, see page 44)

BEGINNER

The Christ-idea

INTERMEDIATE

Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

Kappeler discusses how Mrs. Eddy
depicts the Christ-idea—the
self-operating, divine laws of Life,
Truth, and Love—in the “Scientific
Translation of Immortal Mind”
(S&H 115:12–18) and the “Scientific
Translation of Mortal Mind” (S&H
115:19–116:3). It is not we who
must, or can, bring the right idea
into expression—the Christ-idea
works for us. Instead of personally
trying to put the universe right, we look away from any human
conception toward the immensity of the divine Mind, and
accept that its omnipotence is working out everything for us and
for the universe according to its divine plan. This will bring to
light, even in human experience, the maximum of spiritual good.

ADVANCED

The subject matter is suitable for
everyone. No previous experience
with Science required.
Study of “Beginner” level materials,
or a background in Christian Science,
is recommended.
For students with an in-depth
understanding of the divine system
of reference (7+4+4).

DOWNLOAD

Click on this link to download this item.

PURCHASE

Click on this link to purchase this item.

RELATED
CLASSES

Recordings that can be studied in
conjunction with the associated book to
add depth of understanding.

$20 Paperback, 31 pages
FREE (pdf, 1.8 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-40, The Christ-idea vs. Human Thinking (1.5 hours, see page 44)
n M-25, The Implication of the Two Translations (1 hour, see page 42)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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BOOKS

The Christian Science
Textbook: Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy—our way
of life and our teacher
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

This booklet shows the irrefutable
order of “the way of Life.” When
surveying the spiritual evolution
from Chapter I “Prayer” to Chapter
XVI “The Apocalypse,” one is deeply
impressed by the overwhelming fact
that Science and Health leads thought in an ordered way. As
we learn how to understand the structural relationships within
the framework of the Textbook, we clearly see that the
Textbook and the Bible are our most reliable teachers.

Complete Compendium for
the Study of Christian Science
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

Mary Baker Eddy (discoverer and
founder of Christian Science) said
that upon the 7 synonymous terms
for God rests the Science of Being.
We must learn the divine meaning
of Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, and Love. Building upon the
work of his teacher, John W. Doorly,
Max Kappeler presents the ideas or
characteristics of each of the 7 synonyms as defined in Science
and Health. This book is a must-study for every sincere
student of Science.
$75 Spiral bound, 512 pages

$10 Booklet, 18 pages
FREE (pdf, 2.5 MB)

FREE (pdf, 1.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-20, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook: An
overview (2 hours, see page 41)

n X-6, The Tonality of the 7 Synonyms for God (5 hours, see page 45)
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God (S&H 465:10) (24 hours, see page 37)
n A-6I, Syllabus I (31 hours, see page 26)
n A-6II, Syllabus II (28 hours, see page 26)

Christian Science
in the World of
Today and Tomorrow

The Development of the
Christian Science Idea and
Practice

Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

This booklet shows how that, unlike
development and unfoldment,
evolution brings mutations—new
breakthroughs that do not obey
the law of causality, where cause
determines effect. Christian Science
is revolutionary in its very nature;
the method of allowing the Christidea to completely change our consciousness proves to be
the only way of achieving true spiritual progress.
$10 Booklet, 23 pages
FREE (pdf, 93 KB)

This book follows the correlation
between a developing understanding
of Christian Science and the
evolving sense of practice. It
follows the emergence of the idea
of Christian Science, the steps of
Mary Baker Eddy’s own spiritual
development, and the evolving
understanding emerging from the
work of pioneering thinkers in Christian Science. For anyone
interested in investigating the issue of spiritual healing, this
book is invaluable, for it clearly explains the difference between
mind/faith healing and healing through the Science of Being.

RELATED CLASSES:

$25 Book, 96 pages

n M-4, The Contribution of Christian Science to the World (1 hour, see page 40)

FREE (pdf, 2.9 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n C-168, Development of the Christian Science Idea from 1866 to 1986,
The Christian Science Textbook: A workshop on text-interpretation
(3 hours, see page 33)
n M-19, The Development of the Science of Christian Science Since Mary
Baker Eddy (3 hours, see page 41)
n M-9, Healing (2 hours, see page 40)
n M-7, Principle and Practice are One (2 hours, see page 40)
n M-35, Healing in the 16 Chapters of the Christian Science Textbook (5
hours, see page 43)
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BOOKS

The Dissolving of Duality
in the 16th Chapter of the
Christian Science Textbook
(“The Apocalypse”)
Max Kappeler
ADVANCED

Epitomes for the
Spiritually Structured
Interpretation of the
Christian Science Textbook
Max Kappeler
ADVANCED

This booklet presents an analysis of
the specific claim of duality and its
final dissolution. It takes the question
“Is being material, spiritual, or
both?” through the 4-fold operation
of being (Word, Christ, Christianity,
Science) on each of the 4 levels of
spiritual consciousness (Science itself, divine Science,
absolute Christian Science, Christian Science).
An “advanced” treatment of this subject.

One important tool for scientific
text-interpretation is the method
of working with epitomes based on
the three fundamental categories
of Being. Through the structure of
divine categories, we can discern
the basic spiritual laws taught in the
Textbook. In this book, Kappeler
uses epitomes to outline
the exact spiritually scientific structure of the Textbook.

$10 Booklet, 16 pages

$75 Hardcover, 110 pages

FREE (pdf, 2.9 MB)

FREE (pdf, 38 MB)

RELATED CLASSES:

n C-1 AP, CH. XVI, The Apocalypse, The Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life (27 hours, see page 31)
n B-6 IV, Ascending and Descending in the 4 Levels of Science (2 hours, see page 28)

The Epistles in the Light of
Christian Science
Max Kappeler
ADVANCED

RELATED CLASSES:
n C-1 series, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life (275 hours of audio, 17 CDs) See page 29
n C-2 series, The Christian Science Textbook: A workshop on
text-interpretation (102 hours, 7 CDs) See page 32

Evolution—
Material or Spiritual?
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

This book shows us that within each
Epistle there is a spiritually ordered
layout that defines spiritual laws.
Using the same scientific method
of text interpretation applied in
Kappeler’s book on the Minor
Prophets—which illustrates the
Christ-matrix—the Epistles define
the Christianity-matrix.
The Epistles teach Christianity
in its full sense, namely as the reciprocal relationship of man
to the grace of God (Word), the glory of Christ (Christ), the
idea of man’s perfection (Christianity), and the Science of
man (Science). This book elucidates the underlying eternal
self-evolving laws of Principle, God. It is a clear and logical
presentation of the laws that lie behind true Christianity,
revealing the timeless availability and applicability of their
messages.
$45 Hardcover, 253 pages

In his book Human Destiny, Pierre
Lecomte du Noüy put forward a
revolutionary theory regarding the
evolution of life—a theory that
resulted from his life-long research
in the field of natural science. In
this booklet, Kappeler summarizes
du Noüy’s theory of evolution
in the light of the Science of
Christian Science. Du Noüy
explained evolution through seven distinct stages. Kappeler
shows that these seven stages are the result of the impact of the
7-fold nature of God as: Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, and Love (see S&H 465:10).
$15 Booklet, 23 pages
FREE (pdf, 1.2 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-39, The Relationship Between the Two Translations of the Christ
(2 hours, see page 44)

FREE (pdf, 11 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n F-2, The Epistles in the Light of Christian Science (31 hours, see page 36)
n F-2A, The Epistles: The laws of scientific Christianity (23 hours, see page 36)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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BOOKS

The Four Levels of
Spiritual Consciousness:
Science itself, divine Science,
absolute Christian Science,
Christian Science
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

This book is an in-depth look at
the Model of Being, which shows
the interrelationship between the
7 synonyms for God, the 4-fold
operation of Being, and the 4 levels
of spiritual consciousness (the 7+4+4
= the divine system of reference). With these 15 “root notions,”
the dimensional range of spiritual Being can be symbolized and
understood. Being can be understood only through
dimensional logic, and learning to reason from each of the 4
levels of consciousness will clarify the apparent contradictions
and paradoxes that arise in the study of the Bible and Science
and Health. This book is one of Kappeler’s foundational texts
and should be undertaken after a good grounding in the
tonality of the 7 synonyms.

“He Shall Never
See Death”
(St. John 8:51)
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

To resolve the question of death,
the Science of Life compels us to
turn to God, to Life itself. To begin,
we turn to Science and Health and
study the references to Life. This
booklet presents a spiritually logical
exposition of deathless Life as
defined by what the 7 synonymous
terms for God say about Life in the Textbook on pages
426:23–430:12.
$10 Booklet, 21 pages
FREE (pdf, 3.2 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-2, The Universal Life-principle Mini recording from A-1, #1–
2a (1.5 hours, see page 39)

$45 Hardcover, 198 pages
FREE (pdf, 8.1 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n A-6III + A-6IV + A-6V, Syllabus III, IV, V (78 hours, see page 26)
n E-1, The Structure of Being and its Universal Laws (39 hours, see page 35)
n D-4, Divine Cybernetics and the Self-operating “Dimensional Laws”
of the One Being, God (24 hours, see page 35)

From the Physical, Through
the Mental, To the Spiritual
Joel Jessen

BEGINNER

This manual, which comprises the
works of Max Kappeler, describes
our individual and collective journey
from the physical, through the
mental, to the spiritual standpoint—
Love’s goal for mankind. It provides
a comprehensive introduction to the
Science of Being, and is an excellent
starting point for those new to Kappeler’s work. It also
serves the long-time student of Science by providing study
questions and exercises that foster a deeper understanding
of the subject. Students will find the chapters on the
Model of Being and the Age of Love (2000–3000 A.D.)
especially helpful and timely.

The Imperative Step: The Step
from Metaphysics to Science
Joel Jessen

BEGINNER

This book discusses how a new
spiritual standpoint is breaking in on
world consciousness—mankind is
being moved from the standpoint of
isolated human thinking, the human
“I,” toward the comprehensive
consciousness of the divine Mind,
the “I AM.” This is seen as the
“step” from metaphysics to Science.
Who or what is impelling mankind forward? Mary Baker Eddy
states: “Eternal Truth is changing the universe. As mortals
drop off their mental swaddling-clothes, thought expands into
expression” (S&H 255:1). The purpose of this book is to
present the Christ Science, or divine laws of Life, Truth, and
Love, that are behind the imperative step happening today.
$35 Paperback
FREE (pdf, 30 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n J-6, The Science of Being: The emergence of a divine philosophy
(22 hours, see page 38). Introductory class by Joel Jessen

$45 Paperback
FREE (pdf, 1.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n J-6, The Science of Being: The emergence of a divine
philosophy (22 hours, see page 38). Introductory class by Joel
Jessen
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BOOKS

Introduction
to the Science of
Christian Science
Max Kappeler

Logical Reasoning in
Christian Science
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

BEGINNER

The aim of the book is to provide a
general introduction to the scientific
fundamentals of Christian Science.
This book presents the universal
Life-principle that provides the
solutions to all of life’s problems.
There are four basic prime factors
governing the whole of being.
Everything going on within being
operates in accordance with them.
$45 Hardcover, 169 pages
FREE (pdf, 22.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n A-1, An Introduction to the Science of Christian Science
(18 hours, see page 25)
n X-28, Introduction to the Science of Christian Science,
AUDIOBOOK (8 hours, see page 24)

The Bible and Science and Health
can often seem to be contradictory
and paradoxical. This is because we
tend to read them with the classical
two-valued logic of orthodox
thinking, not the one-valued,
infinite logic that allows us to see
their consistency. Fundamentally, the
entire message of Science and Health
is oriented toward leading us to the
realization that all discord is merely the consequence of incorrect
reasoning and that the error that arises from this false logic
must be corrected by divine logic. Reasoning in the Science and
logic of Christian Science is not just an intellectual game. The
dimensionalism of Christianly scientific logic makes it possible
for all questions posed at the different levels of consciousness to
find their respectively spiritually logical answers.
$10 Booklet, 28 pages
FREE (pdf, 9.6 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-2, The Logic of Christian Science (5 hours, see page 45)

The Law of
the Self-evolution of
Scientific Spiritual
Understanding
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

Man: The Thinker—
or the Thought?
Max Kappeler

How do we, as individuals,
progress from belief, to faith, to
scientific understanding in our
study of the Science of God?
This book uncovers the divine
law of self-evolution behind our
individual journey toward spiritual
understanding. It shows how our
understanding and demonstration
of true man evolves spiritually and scientifically through the
order of the 7 synonyms for God and the structure of Science
and Health to achieve an insight into the universal laws of Being.
$25 Paperback, 104 pages
FREE (pdf, 3.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n G-7, The Law of the Self-evolution of Understanding Through the Idea of
Christian Science (27 hours, see page 37)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617

INTERMEDIATE

Where does thinking come from?
The German philosopher Martin
Heidegger (1889–1976) said: “We
do not arrive at thoughts. They
come to us.” In the light of Christian
Science, we see that divine Mind
“sends” exalted thoughts to us. In
a similar vein, Professor Max Born
(1882–1970), Nobel prize winner for
physics, said: “I believe that science
is an institution that progresses irresistibly, and that it is useless
for a few people to try to force the development into another
direction.” It seems apparent that it is the idea of science—and
not the scientist—that plans the course of science.
$10 Booklet, 5 pages
FREE (pdf, 2.1 MB)
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BOOKS

Metaphysics
and Science
in Christian Science
Max Kappeler

The Necessary
Change of Standpoint
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE

Divine metaphysics proceeds from a
basis entirely separate from human
thinking. The Textbook states that,
whereas ordinary metaphysics is
based on “a law of mortal mind”
(S&H 154:4), “God is the Principle
of divine metaphysics” (S&H
112:32, also 111:11). “Divine
metaphysics … shows clearly that
all is Mind, and that Mind is God” (S&H 275:20). Therefore,
divine metaphysics alone can bring the solution to the human
mind, removing the false effects by correcting the false cause.
In the light of the Science of Christian Science, we see that:
“Metaphysics [meaning the metaphysics of Christian Science]
involves the contemplation of ideas, whereas Science involves
the contemplation of the infinite One, forever including within
itself its own ideas” (see John W. Doorly, Oxford Summer
School Talks, 1949, Vol. II, p. 132).

Christian Science teaches that
there is only one true Being, and
that by identifying ourselves with
the one Being, we can consciously
experience it in our lives. But this is
an enormous task. To willingly give
up everything that does not coincide
with Being is quite a process. This
booklet outlines the steps and
changes necessary for us to leave
behind the old structures of consciousness and adopt a
purely spiritual structure of consciousness.
$10 Booklet, 13 pages
FREE (pdf, 6.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-10, Debunking Mortal Consciousness (4 hours, see page 40)

$15 Booklet, 36 pages
FREE (pdf, 1.7 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-8, Metaphysics Contrasted with Science (2 hours, see page 46)
n B-6I, Fundamental Questions on the Science of Christian Science (Part I):
The Steps from Metaphysics to Science (8 hours, see page 28)

The Minor Prophets
in the Light of
Christian Science
Max Kappeler
ADVANCED

One of the essential premises for a
scientific approach to God is that there
are spiritual laws inherent in being,
and that these laws are structured
and unfold to us in an ordered way.
This book shows us that within each
prophetic book of the Bible there is a
spiritually ordered layout. Each prophet
announces the Christ-operation
through a different aspect—the 12 Minor Prophets and the 4
Major Prophets describe the 16 different offices of the Christ,
which, when represented in a 4x4 Christ-matrix, form a
coherent, divinely structured whole. These scientific orders give
rise to spiritual laws, revealing the timeless messages of the
prophets.

Notes on Handling Evil
with References from the
Works of Mary Baker Eddy
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

Some will say that it is not necessary
to handle evil. However, those
schooled in Science understand
the necessity of handling evil in
everyday life experiences. It was
“wisdom” that bade Moses to handle
evil, and this process became a
“staff ” to him (see S&H 321:8–18).
Max Kappeler’s epitomes assist students in their work on the
subject of “handling evil.” Excellent references are cited from
the Bible and Science and Health.
$25 Spiral bound, 35 pages
FREE (pdf, 321 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-5, The Problem of Handling Evil (6 hours, see page 45)

$45 Hardcover, 214 pages
FREE (pdf, 3.41 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n F-1, The Minor Prophets in the Light of Christian Science (32 hours, see page 35)
n F-1A, The Minor Prophets: The laws of the Christ (25 hours, see page 36)
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BOOKS

The Ordered Approach
to the One Being

The One Man
Max Kappeler

Max Kappeler

ADVANCED

Man is the compound idea of God,
including all right ideas (see S&H
475:14). The one real man is the
combination of all of God’s ideas,
that is to say, all the ideas of Mind,
Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth,
and Love. This compound idea
of God is also called generic man.
Man is “the generic term for all that
reflects God’s image and likeness”
(S&H 475:15), and “God is one.
The allness of Deity is His oneness. Generically man is one,
and specifically man means all men” (S&H 267:5).
$10 Booklet, 22 pages

INTERMEDIATE

This book presents the eight ordered
steps to finding our oneness with
Being. It shows how we evolve out
of manifold beliefs of duality to
the awareness that there is only
God’s consciousness of itself.
It shows the steps that lead us
away from a personal “I” to the
consciousness of the “I AM THAT
I AM” (Ex. 3:14), and how this
I AM translates itself down to “our” thoughts and life
experience. This is an important step in culturing “the
spirit” of Christian Science.
$15 Booklet, 26 pages

FREE (pdf, 7.5 MB)

FREE (pdf, 1.7 MB)

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-2, The Universal Life-principle (1 hour, see page 39)

RELATED CLASSES:

n X-13, The Eight Or6ered Steps to Finding our Oneness with Being
(1 hour, see page 46)
n J-10, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding our Oneness with Being
(10 hours, see page 38)

Only Science
Reveals
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

This booklet shows that only
divine Principle, God, can
interpret the universe, based
on its own inherent divine
categories (7+4+4). The answer
to our most fundamental
questions of being is shown to
be answered in the first part of
“Genesis” in the Bible in the
light of the 4 levels of Science.
$10 Booklet, 25 pages
FREE (pdf, 1.3 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n C-1G, CH. XV, Genesis, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook
— Our Way of Life (26 hours, see page 31)

The Pioneer of
Truth is Blessed
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

Max Kappeler points out that in
“The Revelation of St. John”
(Rev. 12), the “woman clothed with
the sun,” was “with child,” and
the great red dragon “stood before
the woman which was ready to be
delivered, for to devour her child
as soon as it was born.” In Science
and Health we read: “From the
beginning to the end, the serpent
pursues with hatred the spiritual idea” (564:29). This booklet
shows that the best protection for a spiritual idea lies in taking
it back to its divine origin—embedded in its divine Principle,
Love. Then animal magnetism can touch it no more.
$10 Booklet, 6 pages
FREE (pdf, 250 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n C-1AN, CH. V, Animal Magnetism Unmasked, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life (8 hours, see page 30)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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BOOKS

The Psychology of Spirit
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

The Science of Prayer
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

This booklet contrasts the
psychology of Spirit, God
(see S&H 369:25) with the
psychology of human thinking.
It uncovers the extent to which we
let ourselves be influenced by the
general mental atmosphere. The
spiritual method of mental selfknowledge enables us to maintain
a divinely correct concept of what
constitutes our true self and our
relationships. We learn to discover who we are as defined by
God and stop defining ourselves and our families according
to our human nature. In addition, the paragraph “Anatomy
defined” is analyzed (see S&H 462:20–463:4).

This book contains the full text of
two previously published booklets
by Max Kappeler; 1. The Spiritual
Principle of Prayer and 2. The Lord’s
Prayer—Its Scientific Interpretation.
1. Presents the spiritual nature and
purpose of prayer in the light of
Science. 2. Looks at the spiritually
scientific structure behind both
the Lord’s Prayer and the chapter
“Prayer” in Science and Health.
As we ponder the principles in this book, we develop a full
and deep spiritual consciousness that matures into a constant
prayerful attitude within ourselves.
$35 Paperback, 64 pages

$10 Booklet, 19 pages
FREE (pdf, 2.2 MB)

FREE (pdf, 1.8 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-27, “The Lord’s Prayer” (1 hour, see page 42)

“Quo vadis?”

The Science of the Oneness
of Being in the Christian
Science Textbook

n M-40, The Christ-idea vs. Human Thinking (1.5 hours, see page 44)

Where are you going,
Christian Scientist?
Max Kappeler

Max Kappeler

BEGINNER

ADVANCED

This book provides a provocative
and lively discussion of the
problems facing The Mother
Church (Boston) today, and the
solutions given from the standpoint
of Science. The important questions
are: What is the cause of this crisis,
and can we continue to consider
the idea of Christian Science in the
same way? This book challenges the reader to consider Christian
Science as a Science, and not merely as a religion, and shows
what Mrs. Eddy meant when she said that “Science …
is revolutionary in its very nature” (Mis. 99:1).
$25 Paperback, 27 pages
FREE (pdf, 1 MB)
RELATED CLASSES

n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a Science (3 hours, see page 41)

This book shows how Christian
Science finally resolves the
question of oneness and duality.
The question of oneness has
occupied humanity from earliest
times. The Bible repeatedly asks:
Is there only one God, or many
gods? The Greeks tried to trace the
multiplicity of phenomena back
to one primary principle. Through Science, the One becomes
the many (infinitely individualized) yet still remains the One. In
Science and Health, the first 16 chapters reveal 16 fundamental
laws that uncover
16 root-beliefs of duality and establish the true oneness of being.
$45 Hardcover, 274 pages
FREE (pdf, 72 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n C-7, The Science of Oneness in the Christian Science
Textbook (23 hours, see page 34)
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BOOKS

“Scientific Obstetrics”
(S&H p. 463)
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

The Spiritual Breakthrough
to the Next Millennium
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

This booklet provides an in-depth
analysis of the spiritual structure
behind the text of “Scientific
Obstetrics” (S&H 463:5–20). If
we acquaint ourselves with the
spiritually scientific method of
being reborn as the idea of divine
Science, then we solve
for ourselves the question of
human birth and solve the question of death.
$10 Booklet, 17 pages
FREE (pdf, 7.8 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-11, Scientific Obstetrics: Giving birth to the
idea (2 hours, see page 46)

The future of mankind rests entirely
with the development of spiritual
consciousness. This timely book
shows the ordered development of
spiritual consciousness through the
seven 1000-year periods in biblical
history, which stretch from
4000 BC to 2000 AD and onwards.
It also explains the important
place-value of Science and Health
in the light of the 1000-year periods. Each successive period in
spiritual history demands a higher form of understanding and
method of practice. As the great tone of the seventh 1000-year
period crystallizes and takes form in consciousness, we find that
a new and higher life experience is urging itself upon us during
this critical period.
$25 Paperback, 85 pages
FREE (pdf, 3 MB)

The Seven Synonyms for God:
An analysis of the concept
of God in the Christian
Science textbook

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-15, The 1000-year Periods in Biblical History (4 hours, see page 41)
n M-18, Symbol and Reality: Evolving through the 1000-year periods of the
Bible (1 hour, see page 41)

Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

In the Christian Science textbook,
God is defined as Mind, Spirit, Soul,
Principle, Life, Truth, and Love, the 7
synonyms for God (see S&H 465:8–
15). A thorough understanding of
this 7-fold nature of God is central
to understanding the Science of
Being. This book offers a comprehensive account of the 7
synonyms—including their history, their individual tonality,
and how their 7-fold nature operates dimensionally on every
level of spiritual consciousness. Through the scientific method
of synonym research explained in this book, we gain a
divinely objective understanding of God.
$50 Hardcover, 361 pages
FREE (pdf, 78 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-6, The Tonality of the 7 Synonyms for God (5 hours, see page 45)
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God (S&H 465:10) (24 hours, see page 37)
n E-2, The Matrix of Immortality: Code of divine laws (24 hours, see page 35)

“Stately Science Pauses Not”
(Mary Baker Eddy)
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

This booklet explains that the
impulsion of the divine idea has
evolved scientifically. After Mary
Baker Eddy left us, John W. Doorly,
CSB, of London, England
(1878–1950), was the first to
pursue deeply the question of what
Christian Science means as a Science.
Dr. Max Kappeler of Zürich,
Switzerland (1910–2002), a pupil
of John Doorly, expounded upon Doorly’s work and, among
many discoveries, revealed the scientific structure of Science and
Health. Both Doorly and Kappeler showed that Mary Baker
Eddy must be acknowledged as a Scientist who was far in
advance of her era. Mrs. Eddy’s concept of Science
incorporated such advanced concepts as structuralism,
dimensionalism, holism, one-valued logic, gestalt-theory,
general systems theory, and divine cybernetics.
$15 Booklet, 49 pages
FREE (pdf, 190 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-19, The Development of the Science of Christian Science Since Mary Baker
Eddy (3 hours, see page 41)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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BOOKS

A Statement
by John W. Doorly
John W. Doorly

A Study Aid for the
Science of Christian Science
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

BEGINNER

Every consecrated student of the
Science of Christian Science must be
aware of the evolution of the pure
Science as it was discovered by John
W. Doorly, CSB, after Mary Baker
Eddy left us. This booklet presents
the background that led to Doorly’s
excommunication from The Mother
Church, The First Church of Christ,
Scientist (Boston, MA). It was
circulated in 1945 to every practitioner listed in the
Christian Science Journal.
This document was designed to allow all Christian Scientists to
consider the events that led up to Doorly’s excommunication, and
to learn of his work in the pure Science of Christian Science.
$20 Booklet, 61 pages
FREE (pdf, 4 MB)

This newly revised edition (2020) is
an invaluable aid to those who are
studying Kappeler’s writings and
recordings in depth. With 63
additional pages, it is comprised of
updated and clarified diagrams,
chapter lead-ins that offer an
overview of each topic, and
illustrative materials cross-referenced to Max Kappeler's
audio-classes and books. It is an indispensable companion in
the study of the Science of Christian Science.
Experience has shown that visual aids, especially in the form
of charts and diagrams, are highly supportive of a structural
understanding of the subject. This revised edition will aid
you in your journey from sense to Soul.
$35 Spiral bound, 179 pages

FREE (pdf, 47 MB)

RELATED CLASSES: All of Kappeler’s recordings

RELATED CLASSES:

n X-26, John W. Doorly is Speaking, (1 hour, see page 46)

Taking Responsibility
for the Idea
Max Kappeler

The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life, Vol. I:
Revelation of the Structure
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

This book is revolutionary. It reveals
a coherent, ordered Science and
system of divine laws underlying
Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy. This
order follows in an uninterrupted
sequence, from Chapter I, “Prayer,”
through Chapter XVI, “The Apocalypse.” The structure of
Being establishes itself as the structure of the Textbook—as
it does for all revealed texts, including the Bible. The more
one understands the Textbook through its divinely scientific,
spiritual structure, the more the structure of Being becomes the
structure of our consciousness and our being. The order of the
chapters becomes our way of life and our teacher.
$45 Hardcover, 204 pages

ADVANCED

We may ask: Can the idea of
Christian Science ever be lost?
Kappeler answers this question with
a “no and yes”! No, it cannot be lost
from the standpoint of Principle,
God. However, from the standpoint
of the human mind, this claim must
be handled, or the idea could be lost
to mortal mind—i.e. to mortals.
This is what happened soon after the spread of Christianity,
and it took hundreds of years for the idea of true Christianity
to be rediscovered. Mary Baker Eddy, in her article “Principle
and Practice,” declared: “Christian Science is not a faith-cure,
and unless human faith be distinguished from scientific healing,
Christian Science will again be lost from the practice of religion
as it was soon after the period of our great Master’s scientific
teaching and practice.” Our responsibility is to understand the
Science of God, not just believe in it.
$10 Booklet, 4 pages
FREE (pdf, 622 KB)

FREE (pdf, 6.4 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-34, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook: The Logic of the 16
Chapters (5 hours, see page 43)
n The entire C-1 and C-2 series of recordings are on the structure of the
Textbook. (See pages 29 & 32)
n X-29, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook—Our Way of Life, Vol. 1:
Revelation of the Structure AUDIOBOOK (11 hours, see page 24)
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BOOKS

This Lie Called Evil
Denise Breton
ADVANCED

What is the Science of Being?
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

This book shows a systematic
analysis of evil through the three
categories of Science—the 7
synonymous terms for God, the
4-fold operation of God, and the
4 levels of Science. Evil is seen as
a misunderstanding about God,
and not a thing or entity itself. The
ultimate resolution of evil, therefore,
involves understanding God through
Science, rather than “fighting” the
phenomena of evil as they appear in our individual and collective
experience. This method was presented by Mary Baker Eddy in
her Textbook, and researched and taught by John W. Doorly and
Max Kappeler in their work on the Science of Christian Science.
$20 Paperback, 124 pages

This booklet broadly outlines the
Science of Christian Science. When
we think about being, we find there
are four fundamentally important
questions to be answered:
1. What is reality?
2. How can I unite with reality?
3. How can this new method be of
practical use?
4. How do I become schooled in the understanding of reality?
When we consciously unite with the nature and essence of
spiritual reality, we touch a power far greater than any other
known to man.
$10 Booklet, 25 pages

FREE (pdf, 8.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-46, Handling Evil: The 4 levels of Science (2 hours, see page 44)

Truth and Scientific Truth
Max Kappeler
ADVANCED

Mankind is always searching for
Truth, but we must understand the
difference between a “truth” and a
“scientific truth.” A scientific truth
requires an understanding of its
context within the whole, whereas
a truth is considered only as an
isolated fact. For example: a truth
stated in Science and Health has no
spiritual impact on our lives unless
it is seen in the context of the entire
structure of the Textbook’s 16 chapters.
$15 Booklet, 21 pages
FREE (pdf, 7 MB)

FREE (pdf, 127 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n M-3, The Divine System of Reference (4 hours, see page 40)

When I Think of
John W. Doorly...I:
“Scientific Obstetrics”
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

What is the spiritual meaning
of “scientific obstetrics” (see S&H
463:5–20)? It describes the birth
or revelation of a new spiritual idea
in human consciousness. John W.
Doorly was well aware of its deeper
spiritual meaning, and during the
years before WWI he was already
putting great emphasis on obstetrics.
$10 Booklet, 15 pages
FREE (pdf, 5.5 MB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-11, Scientific Obstetrics: Giving birth to the idea (2 hours, see page 46)
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BOOKS

When I Think of
John W. Doorly...II:
Introduction to the Matrix
Consciousness
Max Kappeler
ADVANCED

Max Kappeler’s teacher, John W.
Doorly, CSB (London), discovered
the fundamental system of the
Science contained within the
Bible and Science and Health.
This system consists of the 7
synonymous terms for God, the
4-fold operation of God, and the 4
levels of spiritual consciousness. In this book, Kappeler explains
how Doorly showed the operational interrelationships between
the 7 synonyms and the 4-fold operation, thus presenting the
fundamental “fourfold divine calculus” inherent in Being in a
matrix form.
$25 Paperback, 57 pages
FREE (pdf, 18 MB)

Why Study Christian
Science as a Science?
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

There is a strong tendency
to take Christian Science as
a comforting and reassuring
religion. But the very essence
of Christian Science, as its
name indicates, is Science—a
Science concerned with God, the
divine Being. Mary Baker Eddy
(Christian Science’s discoverer
and founder) emphasized the fact that her discovery was
the Science of God, consequently, she capitalized the term
Science. She states: “In the year 1866, I discovered the
Christ Science or divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love, and
named my discovery Christian Science” (S&H 107:1).
$10 Booklet, 35 pages
FREE (pdf, 131 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n B-6V, Structural Consciousness (2 hrs, see page 28)
n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a Science? (3 hrs, see page 41)
n X-27, Why Study Christian Science as a Science? AUDIOBOOK
(2 hrs, see page 24)
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BOOKS EN ESPAÑOL

¿Por qué Estudiar Ciencia
Cristiana, como Ciencia?
Max Kappeler

¿Qué es la Ciencia del Ser?
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

BEGINNER

Traducido por Louisa Frost y
Martha Zúñiga Gurría, de la
versión en inglés, “Why Study
Christian Science as a Science?”,
Kappeler Institute for the Science
of Being, ©1956.
Existe una fuerte tendencia a tomar la
Ciencia Cristiana meramente como una
religión, aunque reconfortante. Pero la esencia misma de la Ciencia
Cristiana, como su nombre lo indica, es Ciencia, una Ciencia
preocupada por Dios, el Ser divino. Mary Baker Eddy
(descubridora y fundadora de Christian Science) enfatizó el hecho
de que su descubrimiento fue la Ciencia de Dios, en consecuencia,
ella capitalizó el término Ciencia. Ella declara: "En el año 1866,
descubrí la Ciencia de Cristo o las leyes divinas de la Vida, la
Verdad y el Amor, y nombré a mi descubrimiento Ciencia
Cristiana" (C & S 107: 1).

Traducido al español por Martha
Zúñiga Gurría, de la versión en inglés,
“What is the Science of Being?”,
Kappeler Institute for the Science of
Being, ©1978.
Este folleto describe ampliamente la
ciencia que produce soluciones a los
problemas de nuestra vida. Cuando
pensamos en el ser, encontramos que hay
cuatro preguntas fundamentalmente
importantes por responder:
(1) ¿Qué es la realidad? (2) ¿Cómo puedo convertirme
conscientemente en uno con la realidad? (3) ¿Cómo puedo aplicar
estos métodos en la práctica cotidiana? (4) ¿Cómo puedo aprender
el método por el cual puedo aceptar mi unidad con la realidad del
ser? Cuando nos unimos conscientemente con la naturaleza y
esencia de la realidad espiritual, tocamos un poder mucho más
grande que cualquier otro conocido por el hombre.

$10 Spiral bound, 25 pages

$10 Spiral Bound, 13 pages

FREE (pdf, 659 KB)

FREE (pdf, 160 KB)

RELATED CLASSES:

RELATED CLASSES:

n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a Science (3 hours, see page 41)

n M-3, The Divine System of Reference (4 hours, see page 40)

La Ciencia de la Oración

Introducción a la
Ciencia de la Ciencia
Cristiana

Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

Traducido por Louisa Frost, Martha
Zúñiga Gurría, y Victor M. Magallón
Solórzanode la version en inglés “The
Science of Prayer”, Kappeler Institute for
the Science of Being, ©2003.
Este libro contiene el texto completo de
dos folletos previamente publicados por
Max Kappeler, El Principio Espiritual de
la Oración y La Oración del Señor: Su
Interpretación Científica. La Parte I
presenta la naturaleza espiritual y el propósito de la oración a la luz de
la Ciencia. La Parte II analiza la estructura espiritualmente científica
detrás del Padrenuestro y el capítulo “Oración” en Ciencia y Salud. Al
meditar en los principios de este libro, desarrollamos una conciencia
espiritual plena y profunda que madura en una constante actitud de
oración dentro de nosotros mismos.
$35 Booklet, 31 pages
FREE (pdf, 240 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

Traducido por Martha Zúñiga Gurría,
de la versión en inglés, “Introduction
to the Science of Christian Science”,
Kappeler Institute for the Science of
Being, ©1970.
El objetivo del libro es proporcionar una
introducción general a los fundamentos
científicos de la Ciencia Cristiana, y
mostrar cómo se aplican como un método científico eficiente para
resolver problemas. Este libro presenta el principio universal de la
Vida que proporciona soluciones a todos los problemas de la vida:
los cuatro factores primarios básicos que rigen el todo del ser. Todo
lo que sucede dentro del ser opera de acuerdo con estos.
$45 Booklet, 95 pages
FREE (pdf, 560 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:

n X-28, Introduction to the Science of Christian Science (8 hours, see page 24)

n M-27, "The Lord's Prayer" (1 hour, see page 32)
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BOOKS EN ESPAÑOL

El Desenvolvimiento de la Idea y
de la Práctica de la Ciencia
Cristiana
Max Kappeler

La Estructura del Libro de Texto
de la Ciencia Cristiana-Nuestro
Camino de Vida Vol. I:
Revelación de la Estructura
Max Kappeler

INTERMEDIATE

Traducido por Martha Zúñiga Gurría, de
la versión en inglés, “The Development of
the Christian Science Idea and Practice”,
Kappeler Institute for the Science of
Being, ©1970.
Como una breve encuesta de este tema,
este libro sigue la correlación entre el
desarrollo de la comprensión de la
comprensión de la Ciencia Cristiana y el sentido de la práctica en
evolución. Sigue el surgimiento de la idea de la Ciencia Cristiana, los
pasos del propio desarrollo espiritual de Mary Baker Eddy y la
comprensión en evolución que emerge del trabajo de los pensadores
pioneros en la Ciencia Cristiana. Para cualquier persona interesada
en investigar el tema de la curación espiritual, este libro es invaluable,
ya que explica claramente la diferencia entre la curación de la
mente / fe y la curación a través de la Ciencia del Ser.
$25 Spiral Bound, 50 pages
FREE (pdf, 320 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:
n M-9, Healing (2 hours, see page 40)

INTERMEDIATE

Traducido por Louisa Frost y Martha
Zúñiga Gurría, de la versión en inglés,
“The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life,
Vol. I: Revelation of the Structure”,
Kappeler Institute for the Science of
Being, ©1954
Este libro es revolucionario. Revela una Ciencia coherente y
ordenada y un sistema de leyes divinas subyacentes a la Ciencia y
la Salud con Clave de las Escrituras por Mary Baker Eddy. Esta
orden sigue en una secuencia ininterrumpida, desde el Capítulo I,
“Oración”, hasta el Capítulo XVI, “El Apocalipsis”. El orden de los
capítulos se convierte en nuestra forma de vida y nuestro maestro.
$45 Spiral Bound, 124 pages
FREE (pdf, 654 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:
n M-34, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook: The Logic of the
16 Chapters (5 hours, see page 43)

Los Siete Sinónimos de Dios
Satisfacen la Necesidad de un
Nuevo Sistema de Referencia
para el Mundo
Joel Jessen

BEGINNER

Traducido al español por Louisa Frost y
Martha Zúñiga Gurría, de la versión en
inglés, “The Seven Synonymous Terms
for God Meet the World’s Need for a New
System of Reference”, Kappeler Institute
for the Science of Being, ©1974.
a Ciencia Cristiana da un valor de lugar para los tres puntos de
vista de la realidad -la física, la mental y la espiritual- al
responder la pregunta: ¿Qué es la realidad? La Ciencia Cristiana
nos ayuda a entender las afirmaciones de cada uno de estos tres
puntos de vista y nos muestra lógica y científicamente cómo
nuestra conciencia necesita moverse de un punto de vista al
siguiente, de una manera gradual natural, hasta que alcanza el
punto de vista final de la realidad espiritual misma.
$20 Spiral Bound, 5 pages
FREE (pdf, 109 KB)
n E-2, The Matrix of Immortality: Code of divine Laws (24 hours, see page 35)
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BOOKS EM PORTUGUÊSE

O Desenvolvimento da Idéia e
da Prática da Ciência Cristã
Max Kappeler

O que é a Ciência do Ser?
Max Kappeler
BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIA
TE

Traduzido para o Português do Brasil
por Guita R. Herman a partir da
versão inglesa, “The Development of
the Christian Science Idea and
Practice”, Kappeler Institute for the
Science of Being, ©1970.
Como uma breve pesquisa sobre este
assunto, este livro segue a correlação entre o desenvolvimento da
compreensão da ciência cristã e o sentido evolutivo da prática.
Segue-se o surgimento da idéia da Ciência Cristã, os passos do
próprio desenvolvimento espiritual de Mary Baker Eddy, e a
compreensão evolutiva emergindo do trabalho de pensadores
pioneiros na Ciência Cristã. Para qualquer pessoa interessada em
investigar a questão da cura espiritual, este livro é inestimável, pois
explica claramente a diferença entre a cura pela mente / fé e a cura
através da Ciência do Ser.
$25 Spiral Bound, 65 pages
FREE (pdf, 412 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:
n M-9, Healing (2 hours, see page 40)

Traduzido para o Português do Brasil
por Guita R. Herman a partir da versão
inglesa, “What is the Science of Being?”,
Kappeler Institute for the Science of
Being, ©1978
Este livreto descreve amplamente a
ciência que produz soluções para os
problemas da nossa vida. Quando pensamos em ser, descobrimos
que existem quatro perguntas fundamentalmente importantes a
serem respondidas: (1) O que é a realidade? (2) Como posso
conscientemente me tornar um com a realidade? (3) Como posso
aplicar esses métodos na vida cotidiana? (4) Como posso aprender o
método pelo qual posso aceitar minha unicidade com a realidade do
ser? Quando nos unimos conscientemente à natureza e essência da
realidade espiritual, tocamos um poder muito maior do que
qualquer outro conhecido pelo homem.
$10 Spiral Bound, 15 pages
FREE (pdf, 154 KB)
RELATED CLASSES:
n M-3, The Divine System of Reference (4 hours, see page 40)

Os Sete Termos Sinônimos de
Deus Satisfazem a Necessidade
que o Mundo Tem de um Novo
Sistema de Referência
Joel Jessen

BEGINNER

Traduzido para o Português do Brasil
por Guita R. Herman a partir da versão
inglesa, “The Seven Synonymous Terms
for God Meet the World’s Need for a
New System of Reference”, Kappeler
Institute for the Science of Being, ©1974
A Ciência Cristã dá um valor para todos os três pontos de vista da
realidade – o físico, o mental e o espiritual – ao responder a pergunta:
o que é a realidade? A Ciência Cristã nos ajuda a entender as
afirmações de cada um desses três pontos de vista e nos mostra lógica
e cientificamente como nossa consciência precisa mover-se de um
ponto de vista para o próximo, de maneira natural, até chegar ao
ponto de vista final da própria realidade espiritual.
$20 Spiral Bound, 5 pages
FREE (pdf, 91 KB)

n E-2, The Matrix of Immortality: Code of divine Laws (24 hours, see page 35)
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AUDIOBOOKS

Audiobooks
X-27
Why Study Christian Science
as a Science?
by Max Kappeler
Read by Alice Bigler
BEGINNER

X-28
Introduction to the Science
of Christian Science
by Max Kappeler
Read by Alice Bigler
BEGINNER

There is a strong tendency to take
Christian Science merely as a religion,
though a comforting and reassuring
one. But the very essence of Christian
Science, as its name indicates, is
Science—a Science concerned with
God, the divine Being. Mary Baker
Eddy (Christian Science’s discoverer
and founder) emphasized the fact that
her discovery was the Science of God,
consequently, she capitalized the term
Science. She states: “In the year 1866,
I discovered the Christ Science or
divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love,
and named my discovery Christian
Science” (S&H 107:1).

The aim of the book is to provide a
general introduction to the scientific
fundamentals of Christian Science,
and to show how they are applied as
an efficient scientific method for
resolving problems.
In our longing for harmony and health,
we search for an absolute principle of
life. This book presents the universal
Life-principle that provides the solutions
to all of life’s problems. There are four
basic prime factors governing the whole
of being. Everything going on within
being operates in accordance with them.
$30 8 hours

$15 2 hours
FREE (mp3, 42 MB)
RELATED BOOK:

n Why Study Christian Science as
a Science? by Max Kappeler.
(See page 20)

FREE (mp3, 178 MB)
RELATED BOOK:

n Introduction to the Science of Christian Science
by Max Kappeler. (See page 13)

X-29
The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life, Vol. I:
Revelation of the Structure
by Max Kappeler
Read by Alice Bigler
BEGINNER

This book is revolutionary. It reveals a
coherent, ordered Science and system
of divine laws underlying Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy. This order follows
in an uninterrupted sequence, from
Chapter I, “Prayer,” through Chapter
XVI, “The Apocalypse.” The structure
of Being itself establishes the structure
of the Textbook—as it does for all
revealed texts, including the Bible. The
more one understands the Textbook
through its divinely scientific, spiritual
structure, the more the structure of
Being becomes the structure of our
consciousness and our being. What
at first seems abstract is shown to be
eminently practical. Following the order
of the chapters touches the core of our
true being—this order becomes our way
of life and our teacher.
$40 11 hours
FREE (mp3, 233 MB)
RELATED BOOK:

n The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life,
Vol. I: Revelation of the Structure
by Max Kappeler. (See page 18)

X-30; All Three Audiobooks (X-27, X-28, X-29) on 1 CD

All three of Kappeler’s most popular books on a CD-mp3 for one special price.
$60 21 hours
FREE pdf, 443 MB
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RECORDED CLASSES

About Kappeler’s
Recorded Classes
Attend any of Max Kappeler’s
classes by listening to his
timeless recordings on the
Science of Christian Science.
Kappeler’s deep devotion to the
divine idea for over 60 years
as a student, researcher, and
teacher shines forth in these
recordings. It is a privilege to
be able to “listen in” on his
masterful presentations of
Christ Science—the divine laws
of Life, Truth, and Love, that
Mary Baker Eddy discovered
and named Christian Science.

A

Purchase a CD
Kappeler’s classes are in mp3 format,
a condensed data format that allows
us to include more than 30 hours
of lecture on one CD. CD-mp3s
can be played in desktop computers,
mp3-compatible car stereos, and
DVD players.

Download Classes
When you click DOWNLOAD,
you will be directed to a file
server. For more details on how to
download classes, see our website.
We recommend saving the files to a
computer before moving them to a
phone, tablet, or flash drive.

Illustrations
Most recorded classes have associated
illustrative study materials which provide
information and diagrams that complement
the lecture. Click on the Illustrations box
to download these documents.

The Fundamentals of the Science
of Christian Science

A Series
BEGINNER
COMPLETE
INTERMEDIATE
The
ADVANCED
Fundamentals of
Christian Science:
Introduction to the 7+4+4
Classes: From 1962 to 1981

This series introduces the basic
constituents of the Science of Being and
its divine system of reference: The 7
synonyms for God (Mind, Spirit, Soul,
Principle, Life, Truth, Love), the 4-fold
operation of Being (Word, Christ,
Christianity, Science), and the 4 levels
of Science (Science itself, divine Science,
absolute Christian Science, Christian
Science). Recordings A-1 through A-5
are general introductions to the subject,
while the A-6 Syllabus series goes
in-depth.

A-1
An Introduction
to the Science of
Christian Science

BEGINNER

Class: 1962, Zürich, Switzerland

The Science of Christian Science
teaches the Science of Life—the
Science of divine being. This is an
excellent guide for both new and
advanced students, providing an
overview of the Science inherent in
the Bible and in Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures by Mary
Baker Eddy.
$35 18 hours

A-4
BEGINNER
The Structureprinciple of Being: Our need for
a divine system of reference
Class: 1974, Wilmington, DE

This class is an excellent introduction
to the Science of Being and its divine
system of reference: the 7 synonyms for
God, the 4-fold operation of Being, and
the 4 levels of Science. We are shown
how the divine system of reference
resolves the human/mortal system of
reference. Both new and advanced
students find the scientific tools needed
to approach this infinite subject.

FREE (mp3, 380 MB)

$60 25 hours

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (mp3, 435 MB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$320 8 CDs 205.5 hrs
FREE (mp3, 3.75 GB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
A-5
BEGINNER
A Seminar on the
7 Synonymous Terms for God
Class: 1975, Wilmington, DE

The 7 synonyms for God: Mind, Spirit,
Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love (S&H
465:10) constitute the core teaching
of the Science of Christian Science.
Martha Bogue, who attended Mary
Baker Eddy’s class in 1888, writes that
Mrs. Eddy said: “Upon the truth of
these terms for God rests the basis of
the Science; in fact they are the Science”
(Mis. Doc. p. 61). This introductory
level seminar deals with the practical
questions and implications of studying
the synonyms for God. An excellent
preparation prior to studying the
Complete Compendium (see page 10) or
A-6I Syllabus I (see page 26).
$60 23 hours
FREE (mp3, 620 MB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

KEY TO THE
RECORDING SECTION
BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Class: 1958,
London, UK

DOWNLOAD

PURCHASE CDs

ILLUSTRATIONS

The subject matter is
suitable for everyone.
No previous experience
in Science required.
Prior study of
“Beginner” level
materials—or a
background in
Christian Science—
is recommended.
For students with an
in-depth understanding
of the divine system of
reference (7+4+4)
Indicates the year and
place of the original
recording.
Click on this link, then
right-click on each file
and choose “save link as.”
Click on this link to
purchase this item.

A-6 Series
COMPLETE
(Syllabus 1–V)

INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

Classes: From 1977 to 1981

The Syllabus lectures provide an
in-depth study of the divine system of
reference: The 7 synonyms for God
(Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, Love), the 4-fold operation of
Being (Word, Christ, Christianity,
Science), and the 4 levels of Science
(Science itself, divine Science, absolute
Christian Science, Christian Science).
$230 5 CDs 139.5 hours
FREE (mp3, 485 MB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

A-6I

INTERMEDIATE

A-6II
Syllabus II
Class: 1978, Wilmington, DE

Syllabus II provides insight into the
“numerals of infinity” and the “divine
infinite calculus” of Being. It builds
on the tones of the 7 synonyms for
God and shows “blending” (reflection)
of each synonym and their ideas with
all the other synonyms, giving insight
into the self-reflection of Being, which
forms the underlying spiritual structure
of the Bible and Science and Health.
“The numerals of infinity, called seven
days, can never be reckoned according
to the calendar of time. These days will
appear as mortality disappears, and
they will reveal eternity, newness of
Life, in which all sense of error forever
disappears and thought accepts the
divine infinite calculus” (S&H 520:10).

Syllabus I

$65 28 hours

Class: 1977, Wilmington, DE

The Syllabus I class introduces the ideas
that distinguish each of the 7 synonyms
for God: Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle,
Life, Truth, Love (see S&H 465:10).
These 7 synonyms are the basis of a
new structure of consciousness—a
divine consciousness— and allow us
to understand the deep-structure of
the Bible and Science and Health.
This program, used in conjunction
with Complete Compendium for the
Study of Christian Science (see page 10),
provides the most in-depth study of the
7 synonyms. (28.5 hours)

INTERMEDIATE

FREE (mp3, 510 MB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

A-6III
Syllabus III

INTERMEDIATE

Class: 1979, Wilmington, DE

This class presents an in-depth
examination of the Word-order of the
7 synonyms for God. The Word-order
defines what God is through the 7
synonymous terms in the specific order
of: ‘Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, Love’ (S&H 465:10).

A-6Ia

$65 27 hours

The Rules for Studying the
7 Synonymous Terms for God
in Science and Health

FREE (mp3, 490 MB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

Class: 1977, Wilmington, DE

This recording, included with Syllabus
I, explains the scientific rules and
methods that John W. Doorly and
Max Kappeler used for ascertaining the
specific ideas that uniquely characterize
each of the 7 synonymous terms for
God in Science and Health. (2.5 hours)
$70 31 hours
FREE (mp3, 540 MB)
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

Click on this link to
get illustrative study
materials for this class.
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RECORDED CLASSES
A-6IV
Syllabus IV

ADVANCED

1980, Elizabethtown, PA

This class analyzes the Christ-order,
Christianity-order, and Science-order
of the 7 synonymous terms. It shows
how these orders, along with the Wordorder, present the 4-fold operation of
Being on the level of Christian Science.
$60 25 hours
FREE mp3, 2.6 GB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

A-6V
Syllabus V

ADVANCED

1981, Elizabethtown, PA

The structure of the Bible and Science
and Health rests on three fundamental
categories of divine Being. They are:
(1) The 7 synonymous terms for God
(2) The 4-fold operation of God
(3) The 4 levels of Science
The first 2 categories were dealt with in
Syllabus I–IV. The third category, the
4 levels of Science, is discussed in this
class. The 4 levels of Science are vital
for understanding the oneness of Being,
as they explain how the infinite One,
through translation, operates as “the
many” on different levels of conscious
experience, yet still remains the infinite
One.
$65 26 hours
FREE mp3, 5.5 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

B

The Science of Being
and its Practical Application

B Series
BEGINNER
COMPLETE
INTERMEDIATE
B-2 through B-6V:
A Survey of the Science of Being
and its Practical Implications
Classes: From 1970 to 1984

This series covers the need to make the
paradigm shift from atomistic thinking
to a structural understanding of divine
being. Students should have a good
working understanding of the 7+4+4
before starting this series.
$135 3 CDs 79 hours
FREE mp3, 150 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

INTERMEDIATE
B-2
From Atomistic
Thinking to Cybernetic
Comprehensive Consciousness

1970, Ogunquit, ME

Upon completion of this class, Max
Kappeler declared joyously: “I have just
presented a comprehensive overview
of the orderly unfoldment of spiritual
consciousness.” He realized that he
had touched upon Mary Baker Eddy’s
statement: “This creation consists of
the unfolding of spiritual ideas and
their identities, which are embraced in
the infinite Mind and forever reflected.
These ideas range from the infinitesimal
to infinity, and the highest ideas are
the sons and daughters of God”
(S&H 502:29).
$65 27 hours

B-3
INTERMEDIATE
Christian Science
Practice: Based on the
Science of divine revelation
1976, Wilmington, DE

This class on Christian Science practice
is designed for students who already
have a good working knowledge of
the divine system of reference in
Christian Science. Kappeler deals with
the historical, theoretical, and practical
implications of practice. Since Principle
and practice are one, one’s spiritual
development impacts their practice.
Therefore, the basis of our spiritual
development must be sound—nothing
is more practical than a good theory,
and nothing is more impractical than
practice without theory.
$60 25 hours
FREE mp3, 525 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

B-6 Series
BEGINNER
COMPLETE
INTERMEDIATE
Fundamental
Questions on the Science of
Christian Science
(B-6I through B-6V)
Classes: From 1984

This recording consolidates the entire
B-6 series into one CD-mp3.
$65 27 hours
FREE mp3, 155 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE mp3, 450 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
BEGINNER
B-6I
Fundamental
Questions on the Science of
Christian Science (Part 1): The
Steps from Metaphysics to Science

1984, Elizabethtown, PA

INTERMEDIATE
B-6III
Fundamental
Questions on the Science of
Christian Science (Part 3):

The Christ

1984, Elizabethtown, PA

This is an exploration of the
development from ordinary metaphysics
to divinely scientific metaphysics,
to Science, as described by the eight
ordered steps to finding our oneness
with Being.
$30 8 hours
FREE mp3, 135 MB

In this presentation of the
Christ-idea, Kappeler discusses the
Christ-vertical in the Model of Being,
as seen from the standpoint of the 4
levels of Science.
$30 8 hours
FREE mp3, 43 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER

B-6V
Structural
Consciousness

1984, Whittier, CA

Because our age is an age of “science,”
we are urged to cultivate a structural
consciousness. We need to make the
transition—the paradigm shift—from
atomistic thinking and reasoning
to a structural understanding of
being. Today we understand that
“knowledge of a single fact, not
known as related to any other … does
not reach the meaning of science:
science is knowledge reduced to law
and embodied in a system” (Funk &
Wagnalls Dictionary).
$15 2 hours

B-6II
INTERMEDIATE
Fundamental
Questions on the Science of
Christian Science (Part 2):
Advancing Spiritual Consciousness
1984, Whittier, CA

A discussion of the evolution of
consciousness over seven 1000-year
periods in biblical history. This
evolution of spiritual understanding is
shown to evolve from a metaphysical to
a scientific standpoint, thus demanding
a higher interpretation of the Bible and
Science and Health.

B-6IV
Ascending and
Descending in the
4 Levels of Science

INTERMEDIATE

FREE mp3, 3 MB

1984, Elizabethtown, PA

This talk discusses the ascending way
of understanding and the descending
way of practice and demonstration as
symbolized by the Model of Being, and
explained in The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness by Max Kappeler.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 37 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$30 7 hours
FREE mp3, 155 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-1

The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

Overview of C-1 Series: For over
50 years, Max Kappeler presented
the structure of the Christian Science
textbook through books, lectures, and
classes, showing the divinely structured
layout of each chapter. Kappeler’s
premise is that Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures, by Mary Baker
Eddy, is a revealed text and contains
the divine categories of Christian

Science. Read atomistically (sentences
read out of context), the divinely
inspired structure is missed. Our
challenge is to understand Mrs. Eddy’s
revelation in its Science and categories,
something that can only be achieved
through understanding the Textbook’s
spiritual system and structure. When
John W. Doorly pointed out the
fundamental categories of the scientific

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617

system of Christian Science, it became
possible for Kappeler to interpret
the entire Textbook as a divinely
structured, coherent story. This story
leads the student through an evolution
of understanding and consciousness in
an uninterrupted, ordered way, from
the first page to the last. This spiritual
story is our ordered way of life and
our teacher.
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RECORDED CLASSES
BEGINNER
C-1 Series
COMPLETE
C-1PR through C-1AP:
The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way
of Life

Classes: From 1956 to 1982

In these lectures, Kappeler shows the
divinely scientific structure of Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures,
by Mary Baker Eddy. His method was
to find the main subjects within each
chapter, and then consider them in
their ordered sequence. This method
revealed that most of the main subjects
within each of the 16 chapters follow
the definite order of Mind, Spirit,
Soul, Principle Life, Truth, Love—the
order given in the definition of God
(see S&H 465:10). Then Kappeler
discovered that the sequence of the
chapters follow the definite order of
Word, Christ, Christianity, Science—the
order of the four sides of the Holy City,
as envisioned in the book of Revelation.
Using this method, the Textbook can
be seen as one great systematic
elaboration of the fundamentals of
Christian Science.
$500 17 CDs 289 hrs
FREE mp3, 410 MB
FREE (pdf, 1.2 MB)

BEGINNER
C-1 PR
CH. I Prayer,The
Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life

1956, London, UK

Prayer is the beginning of every
approach to God, and Chapter I,
“Prayer,” shows the qualities necessary
for such an approach. In Christian
Science, prayer is a deep desire to
know God as God is. When we open
ourselves to God’s nature through
prayer, and accept the divine nature as
our own, our lives become “answered”
prayer.
$65 27 hours

BEGINNER
C-1 A
CH. II Atonement
and Eucharist, The Structure of
the Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

1957, London, UK

Chapter I, “Prayer,” presents the inward
attitude needed to atone with God.
In Chapter II, “Atonement and
Eucharist,” we atone ourselves with the
divine nature of God by being ready to
give up our human will and submit to
God’s demands (Eucharist).
$70 31 hours
FREE mp3, 145 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
C-1 M
CH. III Marriage,
The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

BEGINNER
C-1 SP
CH. IV, Christian
Science versus Spiritualism,
The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

1958, London, UK

In Chapter IV, Spirit, God, is the
overall tone of the entire chapter. It
teaches that Spirit is the only reality,
that so-called matter is unreal, and that
the belief in matter must be handled
scientifically and spiritually. Part I
(Soul & Life) analyzes what is real
and what is unreal. Part II (Mind &
Truth) shows that the Mind of Christ
uncovers a wrong state of mind. Part III
(Spirit & Love) postulates that the final
spiritualization of all things is the plan
of Love.
$60 21 hours
FREE mp3, 160 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

1957, London, UK

When we accept the demands of
God (Chapter II, “Atonement and
Eucharist”) in our daily lives, the
outcome is that we experience a
higher state of humanity (Chapter
III, “Marriage”). Through “wedding”
ourselves with the nature of God, we
experience a superior, more harmonious
and more permanent sense of existence.
$40 14 hours
FREE mp3, 98 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
C-158
Summary of the
First Four Chapters in Science
and Health, The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

1958, London, UK

The overall standpoint of Chapters
I–IV is the revelation of God’s nature.
In Chapter I, “Prayer,” we see that
we must accept God’s nature in
us. In Chapter II, “Atonement and
Eucharist,” we find that God’s nature
manifests itself in us in spite of error.
Chapter III, “Marriage,” shows us that
God’s nature demonstrates itself in us
as a higher humanhood. And
in Chapter IV, “Christian Science
versus Spiritualism,” God’s nature
can be understood only by scientific
methods of understanding; only the
spiritual is real.
$30 8 hours
FREE mp3, 135 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE mp3, 345 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
BEGINNER
C-1 AN
CH. V, Animal
Magnetism Unmasked,The
Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life

BEGINNER
C-1 PH
CH. VII, Physiology,
The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

BEGINNER
C-1 C
CH. IX, Creation,
The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

An unprecedented account of the
concept of animal magnetism, covering
the history of mesmerism, hypnotism,
psychology, and consciousness. Also
discussed is the evolution of the chapter
on Animal Magnetism in the main
additions of the Textbook, and the
spiritual laws that handle the belief in
animal magnetism (hypnotism).

Chapter VII shows that the Christ
translates mortal man (physiological
man) back into immortal man, and
that Truth is supreme in the realm of
Truth and in the realm of error. Part I
shows that Truth is supreme over the
mortal body. Part II shows that Truth’s
supremacy brings the true idea of man
to light.

When we realize that everything
is determined by our state of
consciousness, a completely new
universe opens up: the universe of ideas.
Mental limitations and restrictions
fall away. True creation is seen as the
infinite image, or infinite idea, of the
infinite Mind, because all is infinite
Mind and its infinite manifestation.

1958, London, UK

1966, London, UK

1978, Wilmington, DE

$30 8 hours

$30 8 hours

$40 13 hours

FREE mp3, 515 MB

FREE mp3, 505 MB

FREE mp3, 150 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
C-1 S
CH. VI, Science,
Theology, Medicine, The Structure
of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life

BEGINNER
C-1 F
CH. VIII, Footsteps
of Truth, The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

C-1 B
CH. X, Science of
Being

After Chapter V has presented the
handling of animal magnetism, in
Chapter VI we are presented with
the fact that the only power at work
is the Christ, translating all that is
not Godlike back into the Godlike.
We get the understanding that Being
is “Immanuel,” God with us. This
chapter brings out the revolutionary
teaching of true “Science, Theology,
and Medicine.”

The translation of physiological man
into spiritual manhood cannot be
accomplished by trying to get rid of the
material body, but by laying down the
material concept of it. It is a question of
consciousness. Part I presents the seven
scientific pillars of divine consciousness.
Part II, the divinity of humanity, shows
that the effect of divine consciousness is
the gradual disappearance of erroneous,
human consciousness.

1978, Wilmington, DE

1966, London, UK

1966, London, UK

$65 29 hours

$30 8 hours

FREE mp3, 5.5 GB

FREE mp3, 485 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER

Part I & II, The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life
In Chapter X, we are confronted with
the warfare between idea and illusion,
reality and unreality. Part I shows
how ideas dissolve false beliefs (the
dissolving of latent error). Part II shows
how the belief that man is mortal yields
to the divine fact that man is immortal
(the dissolving of concrete error, the
Adam-dream).
Part III “The Platform,”
The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life
1978, Wilmington, DE

Mrs. Eddy showed us the great
importance of Part III, “The Platform,”
in this way: “When the following
platform is understood and the letter and
the spirit bear witness, the infallibility of
divine metaphysics will be demonstrated”
(S&H 330:8). The Platform informs
us of the dynamics of the Christ-idea,
and shows “why” an idea can cause the
disappearance of a false belief.
$60 23 hours
FREE mp3, 250 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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RECORDED CLASSES
BEGINNER
C-1 OB
CH. XI, Some
Objections Answered, The
Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life

BEGINNER
C-1 T
CH. XIII, Teaching
Christian Science, The Structure
of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life

BEGINNER
C-1 G
CH. XV, Genesis,
The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

1980, Elizabethtown, PA

1981, Elizabethtown, PA

Chapter XI, “Some Objections
Answered,” presents the fundamental
objections of the human mind that
interfere with scientific, theoretical
Christianity demonstrating itself as
practical Christianity. These objections
prevent us from seeing every idea in its
perfect spiritual reflection.

In this chapter, we are taught to be
Scientists. We are taught to have strict
adherence to the divine Principle,
to know ourselves only as Principle’s
idea, and to conform to the ethics of
Christian Science. This demands strict
adherence to the wisdom of Mind,
the purity of Spirit, the divine rules of
Soul, the onmipotence of Principle, the
method of Life, the consciousness of
Truth, and the motherhood of Love.

Chapter XV, Part I, presents the first
record of creation—Love & Mind:
Love embracing its own perfect
creation. Part II presents the second
record of creation—Truth & Mind:
Truth excluding the suppositional
creation of error. Part III presents the
Science of Life versus material theories
of evolution—Life & Mind: Life is its
own creator, creating through Mind.

1979, Wilmington, DE

$20 5 hours
FREE mp3, 330 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
C-1 P
CH. XII, Christian
Science Practice, The Structure of
the Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

1979, Wilmington, DE

Kappeler discusses how, from
Chapter I through Chapter XI,
we have grown to the degree of
understanding that enables us to let
the Christ-idea demonstrate itself
in every situation. Now, in Chapter
XII, we “practice” by accepting that a
scientific understanding of ideas is real
health. Part I (Love & Mind) shows
the attitude of the true practitioner;
Part II (Truth & Mind) shows what
the practitioner knows in treatment;
Part III (Life & Soul) shows the
practitioner’s unchanging method in
treatment; Part IV (Love & Spirit,
Truth & Spirit, Life & Spirit) show
Love, Truth, and Life reflected in the
patient’s case.
$50 17 hours
FREE mp3, 150 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$65 26 hours

$30 8 hours

FREE mp3, 260 MB

FREE mp3, 490 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-1 R
CH. XIV,
Recapitulation, The Structure of
the Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life
BEGINNER

1980, Elizabethtown, PA

Chapter XIV explains how divine
Principle expresses itself through
a scientific system of metaphysics.
Science has a Christ, and the office
of the Christ in Science is to reduce
or translate the divine Principle to a
system of ideas which can be taught,
learned, demonstrated, and lived. In its
first form, this chapter appeared as a
separate booklet entitled “The Science
of Man,” and was used by Mrs. Eddy
for Class Instruction. Here Mrs. Eddy
expounds the divine Principle and its
operation that underlies every single
chapter in the Textbook. This chapter
has a very symmetrical layout. The
24 questions and answers are divided
into four groups of six questions and
answers each. We find that there are six
questions and answers that depict the
Word, six the Christ, six Christianity,
and six Science.

BEGINNER
C-1 AP
CH. XVI, The
Apocalypse, The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life

1982, Elizabethtown, PA

This chapter interprets verses from
“The Revelation of St. John” in the
Bible. It presents a description of the
universal self-operation of Principle
and its idea on all levels of spiritual
consciousness. Thought is led first in
an ascending way of understanding,
and then in a descending way of
demonstration. Kappeler’s spiritual and
scientific insight into “The Apocalypse”
(S&H) and “Revelation” (Bible) are
revolutionary. This is a very scholarly
insight into the deep structure of Being,
and a timely issue for our present age.
$65 27 hours
FREE mp3, 415 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$50 18 hours
FREE mp3, 550 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES

C-2

The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation

Overview of C-2 Series: The
C-1 series introduces the divine
structure of the Textbook. In the
C-2 series, Kappeler outlines the
exact method that enables a student
of Science to get beyond personal
interpretations of a revealed text
and discover its divinely objective
structure. Using Chapters I–V in
the Textbook as a working example,
these classes teach the fundamental
method of spiritually scientific textinterpretation:
1) How to discern the spiritual
structure of the text based on
the categories of divine Being.

C-2 Series
ADVANCED
COMPLETE
C-2PR through C-2AN: The
Christian Science Textbook: A
workshop on text-interpretation
Classes: From 1983 to 1986

In this C-2 series of talks, Kappeler
outlines the exact method that enables
any student of Science to get beyond
personal interpretations and discover its
divinely objective structure. This set of
recordings includes the first five chapters
of the Textbook, plus C-167: The
word-chapters summary, and C-168, a
summary of the historical development
of the fundamental ideas out of which
the Christian Science movement arose.

2) How the Textbook presents its
spiritual symphony, and how to
distinguish the leading tones and
elements within the symphony—
the method of epitomizing.
3) How to work with the spiritual
structure to answer questions
intrinsic to the subject, as well
as practical implications for daily
living.
This program is for more
advanced students of Science. A
comprehensive understanding of
the divine system of reference (ie:
completion of the Syllabus program
and C-1 Series is recommended.

C-2 PR
ADVANCED
CH. I, Prayer, The
Christian Science Textbook: A
workshop on text-interpretation
1983, Whittier, CA

Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures, by Mary Baker Eddy, must
be understood in its Science through
system and structure, including the 7
synonymous terms for God. Using the
method of scientific text-interpretation,
we first find the overall theme of
the chapter. Then we investigate the
chapter’s main tones and subtones. The
result of this study shows us that true
prayer is a step-by-step spiritual process
toward understanding God.

C-2 A
ADVANCED
CH. II, Atonement
and Eucharist, The Christian
Science Textbook: A workshop
on text-interpretation
1984, Elizabethtown, PA

Using the method of scientific textinterpretation and working with
epitomes, we ascertain the main
theme of Chapter II, “Atonement
and Eucharist,” to be: “Through our
unity with God, we overcome all that
is unlike God in ourselves.” We see
how this theme is developed through
the chapter’s main tones and subtones,
which follow the order of the definition
for God: Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle,
Life, Truth, and Love.
$60 25 hours
FREE mp3, 175 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-2 M
ADVANCED
CH. III, Marriage,
The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation
1985, Bethlehem, PA

Through the method of scientific textinterpretation, we discover that the
main theme of Chapter III, “Marriage,”
is “spiritual unity in God brings forth
a higher humanity.” The main theme
is developed through the main tones
and subtones, and in this chapter we
find such comparatives as: nobler life
motives, higher aims, better balanced
minds, sounder constitutions, greater
responsibilities, a nobler race, higher
joys, and stronger spiritual adherence.
$30 8 hours

$210 7 CDs 102 hrs

$65 26 hours

FREE mp3, 510 MB

FREE mp3, 330 MB

FREE mp3, 2 GB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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RECORDED CLASSES
ADVANCED
C-2 SP
CH. IV, Christian
Science versus Spiritualism, The
Christian Science Textbook: A
workshop on text-interpretation

ADVANCED
C-2 AN
CH. V, Animal
Magnetism Unmasked, The
Christian Science Textbook: A
workshop on text-interpretation

INTERMEDIATE
C-3+ Series
COMPLETE
ADVANCED
C-3 through C-7:
The Science of Oneness and the
Matrix in Science and Health

The method of scientific textinterpretation yields the comprehensive
structure of Chapter IV, “Christian
Science versus Spiritualism.” Spirit
is seen to be the overall tone of the
chapter. Spirit, God, handles the belief
in spiritualism—gross materialism.
Mrs. Eddy states: “Spiritualism would
transfer men from the spiritual sense of
existence back into its material sense.
This gross materialism is scientifically
impossible, since to infinite Spirit there
can be no matter” (S&H 75:8).
The chapter is divided into three parts:
Part I (Soul & Life), analyzing error,
Part II (Mind & Truth), uncovering
error, and Part III (Spirit & Love),
annihilating error.

Chapter V, “Animal Magnetism
Unmasked,” discusses the necessity of
handling evil by knowing that evil, animal magnetism, must be understood as
nothing. Anything that is not derived
from God has neither power nor influence. God, good, alone translates itself
constantly to mankind, putting mankind only under the influence of God.

This set of 4 CDs include the subjects
of oneness and the matrix of Science
and Health (4x4). The 16 chapters of
Science and Health provide a spiritually
structured framework in which to
explore aspects of oneness, as well as
a method for culturing our spiritual
consciousness and understanding God,
divine Principle.

1985, Bethlehem, PA

$50 17 hours
FREE mp3, 110 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-167
ADVANCED
The Word-chapters:
Summary of Chapters I–IV in
Science and Health, The Christian
Science Textbook: A workshop
on text-interpretation
1986, Cazenovia, NY

This class shows the Word of God in
its 4-fold operation within the matrix
of Christian Science (the Textbookmatrix). Scientific text-interpretation
reveals Chapter I, “Prayer,” to be the
Word reflecting the Word; Chapter
II, “Atonement and Eucharist,” as the
Word reflecting the Christ; Chapter
III, “Marriage,” as the Word reflecting
Christianity; Chapter IV, “Christian
Science versus Spiritualism,” as the
Word reflecting Science.

1986, Cazenovia, NY

$30 9 hours
FREE mp3, 160 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-168
ADVANCED
Development of the
Christian Science Idea from
1866 to 1986, The Christian
Science Textbook: A workshop
on text-interpretation
1986, Cazenovia, NY

Here Kappeler discusses the historical
development of the fundamental
ideas out of which the Christian
Science movement arose. It includes
the history of Mary Baker Eddy’s
revelation and subsequent writing of
the Christian Science textbook, Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures.
He defines the work of John W. Doorly
and examines the impact of these
developing ideas on Christian Science
practice and healing.
$30 10 hours
FREE mp3, 460 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

Classes: From 1966 to 1977

$150 4 CDs 79 hrs
FREE mp3, 450 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-3
INTERMEDIATE
The 16 Aspects
of Oneness in Science and Health
1966, Princeton, NJ

Over the last century, the understanding
of Christian Science has gradually
evolved from the standpoint of
metaphysics (the contemplation of
ideas) to the standpoint of Science (the
contemplation of the infinite One,
including its own ideas). This is a vital
synopsis of the 16 fundamental aspects
of oneness found in the 16 chapters of
the Textbook. Each chapter accentuates
a different aspect of oneness and
deals with a specific claim of dualism.
Through an investigation into this
subject we gain insight into the Science
of oneness, an understanding found
only through a study of the work of
John W. Doorly and Max Kappeler.
$20 5 hours
FREE mp3, 1.5 GB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$30 7 hours
FREE mp3, 190 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
INTERMEDIATE
C-4
The Matrix of
Science and Health: An overview

1975, Wilmington, DE

This class facilitates a scientific
understanding of the Christian Science
textbook by challenging the method of
atomistic thinking (thinking in terms
of isolated facts) and offering instead
a scientifically structured method of
approach. Only a structural sense of
Science can successfully lead to an
understanding of the infinite Principle,
God. The following points are dealt
with: structure and structuralism,
deductive and inductive reasoning,
and the matrix of Science and Health.
$60 24 hours

ADVANCED
C-7
The Science
of Oneness in the Christian
Science Textbook

1977, Wilmington, DE

The mystic conceives of “oneness” as
an undifferentiated whole, whereas
the Christian Scientist explains the
infinite One as a systematically,
classified, differentiated whole that
has categories, structure, and divine
laws. The aspects of oneness in the
16 chapters of Science and Health are
stated through definite divine laws
which are operating in every facet of
our daily life. The specific aspect of
dualism dealt with in each chapter
is also analyzed.
$60 23 hours

FREE mp3, 475 MB

FREE mp3, 1.5 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

D-1
The 4 Levels
of Science

INTERMEDIATE

1967–68, London, England

Divine Being, God, can be scientifically
understood only when we learn how the
infinite One interprets itself through
the 4 levels of Science according to its
divine laws of translatability. Christian
Science, absolute Christian Science,
divine Science, and Science itself.
With each level of Science, the form
of consciousness changes, different
questions are dealt with, varying
phenomena appear, and fundamental
problems such as evil, matter, and
healing are resolved.
$60 24 hours
FREE mp3, 425 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

C-6
ADVANCED
Exercises in
Culturing Consciousness
According to the Matrix of
Science and Health
1976, Ilkley, England

An introduction to structural
consciousness as based on the matrix
of Science and Health. Matrices dealt
with are: Handling evil though the 16
chapters of the Textbook, the question
of healing as seen in the Textbook, and
the scientific law of how ideas dispel
false beliefs. Other subjects include
Mary Baker Eddy as a Scientist, and
the logic of Christian Science.
Note: This recording has sections of significant
background noise.
$65 26 hours
FREE mp3, 430 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

D

The 4 Levels
of Science

D Series
INTERMEDIATE
COMPLETE
ADVANCED
D-1 through D-4:
The 4 Levels of Science
Classes: From 1967 to 1972

The D-series provides a thorough
understanding of the 4 levels of
consciousness, divine cybernetics; and
shows how the Model of Being provides
the framework for the “divine laws of
Life, Truth, and Love” (S&H 107:2).
$145 4 CDs 76 hrs
FREE mp3, 1.4 GB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617

INTERMEDIATE
D-2
Divine Cybernetics:
The proto-science, the
integral Science

1969, Braunwald, Switzerland

This class provides an introduction
to “divine cybernetics,” the selfoperating, self-organizing, selfregulating, divine laws of Life, Truth,
and Love (see S&H 107:1–3). These
divine laws are the inherent force
behind the error-preventing and errorcorrecting self-regulating feedback
circuit of divine Being. Our job is to
culture a spiritual consciousness, which
allows us to accept in our lives the selfoperation of God, the divine Principle
of all being.
$50 20 hours
FREE mp3, 365 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
D-3
INTERMEDIATE
The 7 Synonymous
Terms for God: Symbols of the
dimensional translatability of God
1969, New York, NY

This talk is geared to those students who
already have a general understanding
of the 7 synonymous terms for God
and their specific ideas. Through an
understanding of the dimensional
translatability of God, we discover
that the power of an individual idea
is the power of the infinite One itself.
Each synonym is shown to symbolize a
different divine law when viewed from
the standpoint of the 4-fold operation
of God (Word, Christ, Christianity,
and Science) and the 4 levels of Science
(Science itself, divine Science, absolute
Christian Science, and Christian Science).
$30 8 hours
FREE mp3, 170 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

D-4
ADVANCED
Divine Cybernetics
and the Self-operating
“Dimensional Laws” of the
One Being, God

E

Laws and
Matrices

ADVANCED
E-1
The Structure of
Being and its Universal Laws

1973, New York, NY

Every science rests on laws. Christian
Science teaches the divine laws of God.
What are these laws? How can they
be defined? How do they operate?
How do they govern our everyday life
experience? This class answers these
questions, which can be considered
Kappeler’s highest teaching of the
Science of Being (along with D-4).
It is recommended that students
have completed the following prior to
this course:
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (see page 12)
n D-1, The Four Levels of Science
n D-2, Divine Cybernetics:
The proto-Science, the integral Science
$75 2 CDs 39 hours
FREE mp3, 720 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

1971–72, New York, NY

This class is revolutionary, as it presents
the “divine laws of Life, Truth, and
Love” discovered by Mary Baker Eddy
(S&H 107:2). The Model of Being is
the framework in which these divine
laws are explained. The subject dealt
with is divine cybernetics—the divine
laws of interdependence operating on
the levels of divine Science, absolute
Christian Science, and Christian
Science. These divine laws form the
essence of our everyday life experience.
This class, along with E-1, can be
considered Kappeler’s highest teaching.
It is recommended that students
have completed the following prior
to this course:
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (see page 12)
n D-1, The Four Levels of Science
n D-2, Divine Cybernetics:
The proto-Science, the integral Science

35

ADVANCED
E-2
The Matrix of
Immortality: Code of divine laws

1974, Wilmington, DE

Mary Baker Eddy refers to the “matrix
of immortality”—the matrix of Being.
Matrices are a scientific tool for
presenting a complex subject in a clear
and concise way. Matrix work cultivates
our ability to reason in categories, and
aids in the recognition of structure and
laws. Once this structure is recognized,
matrices can be guides for creative
thinking and lead to greater insight.
This class gives a clear introduction
to what constitutes a matrix and how
matrices are used in Christian Science
as tools for understanding Being and
its universal laws. It is designed for
students who are well acquainted with
the three categories (7+4+4) comprising
the divine system of reference.

$60 24 hours

$60 24 hours

FREE mp3, 445 MB

FREE mp3, 410 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

F

The Bible

ADVANCED
F Series
COMPLETE
F-1 through F-5: The Bible in the
Light of Christian Science

Classes: From 1967 to 1972

In this series, The Bible in the Light
of Christian Science, Kappeler shows
us the structure and the spiritual laws
that underlie the Minor Prophets, the
Epistles, and the Gospel of St. John.
$275 6 CDs 165 hours
FREE mp3, 3.1 GB
FREE (pdf, 1.2 MB)

ADVANCED
F-1
The Minor Prophets
in the Light of Christian Science

1960, London, England

In Science and Health we find “the Key
to the Scriptures.” This key consists of
the categories of Being: the 7 synonyms
for God, the 4-fold operation of Being,
and the 4 levels of Science. John W.
Doorly, Kappeler’s teacher, showed how
biblical symbolism can be interpreted
with this key, thereby showing that
there is one spiritual system that
underlies the Bible, Science and Health,
and Being itself.
Adhering to this spiritually scientific system, Kappeler shows that the
Prophets in the Bible—the twelve
Minor Prophets and the four Major
Prophets—announce the Christoperation through a different divine
aspect when considered in a 4x4 Christmatrix. Within each prophetic book
there is an ordered layout, which gives
rise to timeless spiritual laws.
$70 32 hours
FREE mp3, 570 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

more information online: www.kappelerinstitute.org

RECORDED CLASSES
ADVANCED
F-1A
The Minor
Prophets: The laws of the Christ

ADVANCED
F-2A
The Epistles:
The laws of scientific Christianity

This class is a primer in interpreting
and understanding the Bible through
the Science of Christian Science.
Presented 25 years after his first class
on the Minor Prophets (see F-1), this
class teaches the underlying method of
spiritually scientific text-interpretation
using the “Key to the Scriptures” found
in Science and Health. The divine laws
of the Minor Prophets are shown to be
the universal laws of the Christ, which
govern all levels of existence.

Christianly scientific manhood can
be demonstrated, not by starting with
man, but by working from the category
of the 4-fold operation of Being: Word,
Christ, Christianity, and Science. In
this context, we evolve our true
manhood scientifically by relying on
the workings of the Christ in all aspects
of life. Each of the 16 Epistles presents
a distinct standpoint within the 4x4
Christianity-matrix in the Bible.
Reasoning deductively from this matrix,
we understand and demonstrate our
true being. These structural findings
are verified by using the text of the
Epistles to explain the method of
scientific text-interpretation.

1985, Whittier, CA & Bethlehem, PA

$60 25 hours
FREE mp3, 475 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

ADVANCED
F-2
The Epistles in the
Light of Christian Science

1986, Cazenovia, NY

Note: This recording has significant
background noise. Use speakers.

1991, Cazenovia, NY

This class builds upon Kappeler’s 1990
class on the “Gospel of St. John,”
revealing the practical implications of
St. John’s message for everyday lifepractice, and its timeless universality.
The “Gospel of St. John” shows the
shift from an atomistic consciousness
(old science) to a structural,
dimensional, cybernetic, and holistic
consciousness (new science) through
Jesus’ mission. We see how St. John’s
teachings present the “new” scientific
Christianity, one that prefigures today’s
world situation and demands.
$65 26 hours

$60 23 hours

FREE mp3, 555 MB

FREE mp3, 440 MB

FREE (pdf, 1.2 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

1962, Los Angeles, CA

Using the same spiritually scientific
method of biblical text-interpretation
as in the class on the Minor Prophets
(see F-1), the spiritual laws underlying
each Epistle are discerned. The Minor
Prophets illustrate the Christ-matrix,
whereas the Epistles give an example
of the Christianity-matrix. The Epistles
teach “Christianity” in its full sense as
the reciprocal relationship of man to the
grace of God (Word), the glory of Christ
(Christ), the idea of man’s perfection
(Christianity), and the Science of man
(Science). Furthermore, they show the
spiritual evolution that must take place
in consciousness, bringing salvation
through faith in grace. By accepting the
new faith (Word), claiming it (Christ),
steadfastly abiding in it (Christianity),
and living it, we can prove the
effectiveness of this new faith (Science).

ADVANCED
F-5
The Practical
Implications of the Spiritual
Structure of the Gospel of St. John

ADVANCED
F-4
The Gospel of
St. John in the Light of
Christian Science

1990, Cazenovia, NY

This unique class presents the beautiful
Christianly scientific structure of Jesus’
life as presented in the Gospel of St.
John. By building on the scientific basis
of the divine categories of reality that
John W. Doorly presented in his
Talks at the Oxford Summer School
1949, Vol. II, Kappeler presents the
predominant theme of this Gospel, “the
Science of true Christianity.” This class
is a must for all students of Science, as
it explores the place-value of St. John’s
gospel within the Model of Being—the
point of the Science-order on the level
of Christian Science.

G

Christian Science
and World Issues

G Series
COMPLETE
G-2 through G-7:
Christian Science
and World Issues

BEGINNER
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

Classes: From 1970 to 1994

The G Series of recordings looks at the
implications of Science in the world
today ... as the Science of all sciences.
$110 4 CDs 60 hours
FREE mp3, 1.2 GB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$65 28 hours

$65 30 hours

FREE mp3, 520 MB

FREE mp3, 600 MB

FREE (pdf, 2.4 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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RECORDED CLASSES
BEGINNER
G-2
The Science of
Being—As I See It Today

G-4
The Spiritual
Challenge of Today

This class explores how the idea of the
Science of Being has impacted worldconsciousness. The changes taking
place in the world today are brought
about by the impact of the divine
idea, leading in an ordered way to
successively higher stages and forms
of consciousness.

What was Mary Baker Eddy’s concept
of spiritual progress? Drawing upon
her article, “Caution in the Truth”
(Un. pp. 1–7), Kappeler shows that,
just as the sciences and all mankind
have undergone continual and
dramatic evolution, so too must human
understanding of the divine idea in its
Science evolve. In 1887, the most that
students of Christian Science could
accept was the Science of physical
harmony. Today, Science demands
that we investigate the Science of
spiritual harmony.

1970, London, England

$30 8 hours
FREE mp3, 1.5 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

G-3
INTERMEDIATE
The Model of Being
and its Universal Laws

BEGINNER

1983, Elizabethtown, PA

ADVANCED
G-7
The Law of the
Self-evolution of Understanding
Through the Idea of
Christian Science

1994, Cazenovia, NY

Kappeler investigates the writings of
Mary Baker Eddy to discover the law
of the self-evolution of Science. This
evolution of Science and consciousness
is outlined in the first 16 chapters
of Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures. This class also presents the
self-evolving laws of universal Science
as illustrated through the symbol of the
Model of Being. The trend of natural
scientists toward a more metaphysical
standpoint is also discussed.

$10 1 hour (1 CD with
G-4, G-5 & M-27)

$65 27 hours

FREE mp3, 18.5 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE mp3, 525 MB

1987, Cazenovia, NY

This class focuses on the new concept
of holistic Science implicit in Mary
Baker Eddy’s revelation. Whereas, the
science of the last three centuries has
been marked by atomistic, material, and
reductionist methods, the “new science”
takes as its object, method, and aim,
“the whole”—divine reality. Kappeler
shows how this new science reflects
the Science of Christian Science—
the universal Science of all sciences.
More than any political or technical
alternative, this Science offers a total
solution to today’s world crises.
$65 25 hours

BEGINNER
G-5
The World’s
Problems Today—and We?

1983, Elizabethtown, PA

The present age faces multiple crises
that threaten global survival. What is
the solution? As Kappeler explains,
the solution lies entirely with spiritual
consciousness, with a scientific
understanding of God. Peace and
hope are at hand if we go the way of
Science and, in doing so, work out the
collective problem individually.

FREE mp3, 545 MB

$10 1.5 hours (1 CD
with G-4, G-5 & M-27)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE mp3, 26 MB

J

Introductory
Classes
by Joel Jessen

J-1
BEGINNER
The 7 Synonymous
Terms for God (S&H 465:10)
1972–73, Seattle, WA

In Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures, Mary Baker Eddy asks the
most fundamental and eternal question:
“What is God?” She answers: “God is
incorporeal, divine, supreme, infinite
Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, Love” (S&H 465:8–10).
In this class, Joel Jessen conducts a
comprehensive investigation into
the meaning and implication
of the 7 synonyms in our lives and
world consciousness.
$60 24 hours
FREE mp3, 415 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
BEGINNER
J-6
The Science of
Being: The emergence of a
divine philosophy

1989, Whittier, CA

This class by Joel Jessen, offered
originally as an “Introductory Class”
at Kappeler’s 1989 summer school,
presents the divine philosophy that is
the spiritual foundation “for accurate
views of creation” (S&H 255:9).
$35 22 hours
FREE mp3, 420 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
J-8
Theocracy in the
Light of Christian Science

1990, Portland, OR

As we enter the 21st century,
mankind is alive with the question:
What constitutes the true government
of man?
Joel Jessen presents an in-depth
discussion of man’s birthright to be
governed by God, divine Principle.
Divine government is based on divine
laws, rights, duties, and divine justice.
$20 4 hours
FREE mp3, 75 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

J-7
BEGINNER
The Education
of the Future in the Light of
Christian Science
1991, Portland, OR

Joel Jessen discusses how Mrs. Eddy
presents a challenge to all mankind to
understand the spiritual origin of the
universe, inclusive of man.
$20 5 hours
FREE mp3, 85 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

ADVANCED
JC-2S Series
COMPLETE
JC-2SI & II: Science, Theology,
Medicine, Parts I & II

Classes: From 1988 to 1989

Chapter VI in Science and Health—
Science, Theology, Medicine—was
the last chapter of the Textbook that
Mary Baker Eddy wrote, in 1891. In
this chapter, she gives the scientific
criteria for a new Science of all sciences.
On the basis of our understanding
and acceptance of this new scientific
standpoint (Science), we will be able to
progress in consciousness and experience
the standpoint of the new theology and
new medicine. The JC-2 Series includes
both Part I & Part II classes.
$85 2CDs 48 hours

BEGINNER
J-10
The Eight Ordered
Steps to Finding our Oneness
with Being

1995, Cazenovia, NY

This introductory class by Joel Jessen
examines the subject of Kappeler’s
booklet The Ordered Approach to
the One Being. It answers our basic
concerns of how we can become one
with divine Principle, God, and attain
a state of divine consciousness.
$25 10 hours
FREE mp3, 235 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE mp3, 870 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

JC-2SI: Science,
Theology,
Medicine, Part I

ADVANCED

Class: 1988, Cazenovia, NY

Chapter VI in Science and Health—
Science, Theology, Medicine—was the
last chapter of the Textbook that Mary
Baker Eddy wrote, in 1891. In this
chapter, she gives the scientific criteria
for a new Science of all sciences.
Part I covers:
• The important place-value of Ch. VI:
Science, Theology, Medicine within
the Textbook-matrix
• The law of oneness (divine Science)
underlying the chapter
• The main theme of the chapter
• The main tones of Mind, Spirit,
Soul, Principle—the basis of the new
Science
• The investigation of the law of translation and reformation
$60 23 hours
FREE mp3, 420 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
JC-2SI: Science,
Theology,
Medicine, Part II

ADVANCED

Class: 1988, Cazenovia, NY

Chapter VI in Science and Health—
Science, Theology, Medicine—was the
last chapter of the Textbook that Mary
Baker Eddy wrote, in 1891. In this
chapter, she gives the scientific criteria
for a new Science of all sciences.
Part II covers:
• Theology: the main tone of Life in
the chapter
• Medicine: the main tone of Truth in
the chapter
$60 25 hours
FREE mp3, 450 MB

JG-1: The Model of ADVANCED
Being: It Holds the
Key to the Future of Man

JG-3: The Model of
Being: The Science
of all sciences

The Model of Being will aid mankind
in meeting the challenges of the 21st
century, the 7th 1000 year period in
biblical history—the age of Love.
Part 1: The Model of Being: “the
divine theory of everything.”
Part 2: Culturing consciousness in
the tonality of the Model of Being—
a consciousness of the realm of Love.

The Model of Being is seen as the
model of the Science of all sciences,
based on the laws of the one Being,
God. Topics include:
• Model of Being and its laws
• Law of Science itself: law of
infinite Being, the law of infinite
self-reflection
• Law of divine Science: law of
divine self-organization, the law of
divine cybernetics
• Law of absolute Christian Science:
law of divine spontaneity
• Law of Christian Science: law of
divine causality.

Class: 1992, Irvine, CA

$65 28 hours
FREE mp3, 535 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

JG Series
COMPLETE
JG-1through JG-3:
The Model of Being

ADVANCED

Classes: From 1992 to 1995

The Model of Being is a new model of
Science and consciousness that will aid
mankind in meeting the challenges of
the 21st century, the age of Love.
In one diagram, the Model of Being,
we have symbolized the entirety of the
one Being, God and its universal laws—
quite revolutionary!
In this series of recordings, the student
will study the multidimensional, selforganizing divine laws of God which
have their impact on every level of
spiritual consciousness.
Max Kappeler coined the term
“divine cybernetics” to illustrate these
divine laws of transformation inherent
in Being.
$110 3 CDs 58 hours
FREE mp3, 1 GB

JG-2: The Model
ADVANCED
Of Being:
The Opening Up of an
Understanding of the 8th 1000
Year Period of Infinite Principle,
the Level of Science Itself
Class: 1993, Cazenovia, NY

Building upon work accomplished in
studying JG-1, students investigate
the 8th 1000 year period in biblical
history—the standpoint of the infinite
One, God.
Part 1: The Model of Being:
Reality, as seen from the standpoint
of Science itself.
Part 2: How do we become one with
reality?—a consciousness of the 4 levels
of Science.
$50 18 hours
FREE mp3, 345 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

ADVANCED

Class: 1995, Cazenovia, NY

$40 12 hours
FREE mp3, 230 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

M

Mini
Recordings

M-2
The Universal
Life-principle

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from A-1, #1–2a

An introduction to the scientific
nature of Christian Science showing
how the constituents of mortal
consciousness are resolved by the
constituents of divine consciousness.
Kappeler discusses the four
fundamental factors of divine Being.
$15 1.5 hours
FREE mp3, 34 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
M-3
The Divine System
of Reference

BEGINNER

Mini recording from D-4, #1–4

The divine system of reference is
explained in 3 categories: (1) the 7
synonymous terms for God, (2) their
4-fold operation, and (3) the 4 levels
of Science. This shows the need to
understand the infinite One in its
Science through system and structure.
Other subjects discussed are: mysticism,
religion, classical and transclassical
metaphysics, divine cybernetics, and
dimensionalism vs. reductionism.
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 75 MB

M-6
The Developing
Idea of Oneness

BEGINNER

An exploration of the question of
oneness, and how the biblical concept
of monotheism—the “I AM THAT
I AM” (Ex. 3:14)—developed over
time. Kappeler also examines the
development of the idea of oneness in
the history of Christian Science.
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 77 MB

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from B-3, #1–2

M-4
The Contribution
of Christian Science
to the World

BEGINNER

Mini recording, from A-4, #4

In Science and Health we find the divine
system of reference and the categories
of Being: 7 synonymous terms for God
(Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, Love), their 4-fold operation
(Word, Christ, Christianity, Science),
and the 4 levels of Science (Science
itself, divine Science, absolute Christian
Science, and Christian Science). This
presentation of the divine system of
reference marks Christian Science’s
contribution to mankind.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 14 MB

M-5
The 7 Synonymous
Terms for God

BEGINNER

Mini recording from A-1, #2

Max Kappeler defines and describes the
7 synonymous terms for God presented
in Science and Health as Mind, Spirit,
Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, and Love
(see S&H: 465:10).

BEGINNER

Mini recording from A-1, #13–14

Mini recording from C-7, #1–4

M-7
Principle and
Practice are One

M-9
Healing

An introduction to the Science of
Christian Science, which includes a new
system of reference and a description of
what “practice” means. It is a discussion
of the 4 levels of practice as found in
the Christian Science textbook, Science
and Health with Key to the Sciptures.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 38 MB

M-8
INTERMEDIATE
The Development
of the Healing Practice
Mini recording from B-3, #9–10

Kappeler discusses the historical
development of the practice of healing
from Mrs. Eddy’s time through John
W. Doorly. He shows how a new theory
demands new methods of treatment.
He shows that the Christ-idea alone,
and not human thinking, is the
impulsion behind all spiritual healing.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 37 MB

Christianity is the outcome of living
the Christ-attitude. Kappeler shows
the scientific approach to the healing
practice of Christianity and describes
scientific healing.
$15 2 hours FREE
mp3, 41 MB

M-10
Debunking Mortal
Consciousness

BEGINNER

Mini recording from A-1, #6–9

The whole of mortal consciousness,
which constitutes mortal man, must
yield to the divine consciousness, which
constitutes the real spiritual man of
God’s creating. But what is mortal
consciousness? How does it operate,
and how does it manifest itself? These
vital questions are dealt with in this
introductory level class.
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 85 MB

BEGINNER
M-11
The New and The
Old Concept of Science

Mini recording from C-1S #16

The divine concept of “Science,
Theology, Medicine” (Ch. VI in
Science and Health), is leavening the
human concept of science, theology,
and medicine in the world. We
are witnessing in this age a great
transformation in world thought as
to what can be considered science.
It is a scholarly presentation.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 18 MB

$15 1 hours
FREE mp3, 22 MB
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RECORDED CLASSES
M-12
The Structural
Method of Science

BEGINNER

M-15
INTERMEDIATE
The 1000-year
Periods in Biblical History

Mini recording from C-4, #1–2

Mini recording from C-1G, #21–24

An introduction to the method of
investigating the matrix of Science
and Health. This recording defines
structuralism and how it applies to the
Christian Science textbook.

From “Genesis” to “Revelation,”
the steps of our spiritual development
are shown through the symbol of the
1000-year periods. Kappeler shows
how the tones of the 7 synonymous
terms for God relate to these periods
in biblical history.

$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 37 MB

$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 74 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
M-13
The 1000-year
Periods in Biblical History Found
in “The Minor Prophets”
in the Bible

Mini recording from F-1

A review of the Bible in 1000-year
periods up to the “Prophetic Age”
as viewed in the light of Christian
Science. Kappeler shows step-by-step
how the Christ-idea handles the belief
in evil. The emphasis is on the need
for structure-recognition and the
practicality of Science.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 41 MB

M-16
INTERMEDIATE
The Dimensional
Structuring of the Ideas
of the 7 Synonyms for God
Mini recording from A-6V, #20–26

The meaning of each of the 7
synonymous terms for God is defined
in the Christian Science textbook.
The purpose of this class is to cultivate
distinct tonalities of the synonymous
terms with their characteristic ideas on
the 4 levels of spiritual consciousness.
$15 7 hours
FREE mp3, 131 MB

M-14
INTERMEDIATE
The Development
of Handling Animal Magnetism
in Science and Health
Mini recording from C-1AN, #2–4

A discussion of “animal magnetism”
and the divine laws that handle it.
Kappeler shows how the claim of
animal magnetism is handled through
the seven main revisions of Science
and Health in the context of the 7
synonymous terms for God: Mind,
Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love
(see S&H 465:10).
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 51 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

M-18
INTERMEDIATE
Symbol and
Reality: Evolving through the
1000-year periods in the Bible
Mini recording from C-1OAP, #1

An overview of the 1000-year
periods in biblical history illustrating
the advancing states and stages of
spiritual consciousness. Kappeler
examines the place-value of the book
of “Revelation” in the development of
Judeo-Christian history.
$15 1 hours
FREE mp3, 21 MB

BEGINNER
M-19
The Development
of the Science of Christian
Science Since Mary Baker Eddy

1979, FL/CA Conference

A discussion of John W. Doorly’s
discoveries and Kappeler’s further
development of the scientific
nature of Christian Science.
Topics discussed include:
1) Is Science and Health a
scientific textbook?
2) The structure of Science and Health.
3) Christian Science today.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 59 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

BEGINNER
M-17
Why Study
Christian Science as a Science?

1982, Rugby, England

The essence of Christian Science is a
Science concerned with God, the divine
Being. Mary Baker Eddy discovered
a Science of the highest order as
presented in Science and Health. We
must open our thought to approach
God scientifically and not as a religion.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 60 MB

BEGINNER
M-20
The Structure of
the Christian Science Textbook:
An overview

1979, FL/CA Conference

A summary of the 16 chapters in
Science and Health, outlining the
spiritually ordered steps in the search
for Truth. It shows the 4-fold order
of the chapters as Word, Christ,
Christianity, and Science, which form
the structure of the 4x4 matrix of
the Textbook.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 39 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
M-21
INTERMEDIATE
The Impact of the
Divine Idea on the World

M-24
The Two
Translations

An outline of what we can do to
meet our spiritual responsibility to
the present age. The questions that
concern us are answered by following
the line of spiritual reasoning presented
in the seven 1000-year periods of
biblical history.

Kappeler discusses the meaning of the
“Scientific Translation of Immortal
Mind” and the “Scientific Translation
of Mortal Mind” in Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures (pp. 115–116).
An understanding of the two translations
is vital to comprehending Christ
Science and the self-operating, divinely
cybernetic laws of Life, Truth, and Love
as discovered by Mary Baker Eddy.

Mini recording from A-6III, #16

$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 34 MB

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from C-1SP, #6–7

$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 34 MB

M-22
INTERMEDIATE
The Development
of the Idea of Oneness from the
Bible to Mary Baker Eddy’s
Scientific Revelation
Mini recording from C-1S, #1–2

Kappeler discusses the development of
oneness and scientific healing found
in Mary Baker Eddy’s revelation of
Christian Science. This includes
descriptions of the steps from ordinary
metaphysics to the Science of oneness,
and scientific oneness vs. mysticism.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 34 MB

M-23
The Ethics of
Christian Science

BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE
M-25
The Implications
of the Two Translations

Mini recording from D-4, #16

Kappeler discusses the implications of
the “Scientific Translation of Immortal
Mind,” and the “Scientific Translation
of Mortal Mind” given in Science
and Health (pp. 115–116). These
implications involve the universal
impact that the divine laws that rule
“translation” have on transforming
our lives, forcing our consciousness to
evolve from the physical, to the moral,
and finally, to the spiritual standpoint.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 34 MB

Mini recording from C-1T, #1

An introduction to the ethics of
Christian Science and its strict adherence
to divine Principle, God. This means
adherence to the wisdom of Mind,
the purity of Spirit, the divine rules of
Soul, the omnipotence of Principle, the
method of Life, the consciousness of
Truth, and the motherhood of Love.
This discussion includes the main tones
of Chapter XIII, “Teaching Christian
Science,” which touch on the issue of
the ethics of Christian Science.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 34 MB

M-26
INTERMEDIATE
“Idea” Within
the Framework of Divine
Cybernetics
Mini recording from D-2, #12

The 4-fold self-operation of Word,
Christ, Christianity, and Science work
through a dynamic feedback system
as in a cybernetic cycle. This is an
explanation of the translatability of
an “idea” to every level of spiritual
consciousness.

M-27
INTERMEDIATE
“The Lord’s
Prayer”: Considered according to
the 7 synonyms for God
interwoven with the 4-fold
operation of Being
Mini recording from C-2PR, #23

Spiritually scientific prayer is explained
through the 7 synonymous terms for
God based on Chapter I “Prayer” in
Science and Health. This gives a
scientific interpretation of each of the
seven individual petitions of
“The Lord’s Prayer.”
$15 1 hour (1 CD with
G-4, G-5 & M-27)
FREE mp3, 34 MB

M-28
The 4-fold
Operation of Being

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from A-4, #14–19

Kappeler discusses the 4-fold
operational sense of Being as the
Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science.
He shows the arrangement of the
7 synonyms for God in the Word-order,
Christ-order, Christianity-order,
and Science-order as found in Science
and Health.
$15 6 hours
FREE mp3, 34 MB
FREE (pf, <1 MB)

M-29
INTERMEDIATE
Examples of the
4-fold Operation: Word, Christ,
Christianity, Science
Mini recording from A-6IV, #1–3

Kappeler gives examples of the 4-fold
operation of Being found in Science and
Health and the Bible.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 34 MB

$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 34 MB
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RECORDED CLASSES
M-30
INTERMEDIATE
The Dimensional
Consciousness of the One Being
Mini recording from A-4, #20–22

Dimensional consciousness of the one
Being is shown through 4 levels of
Science (Christian Science, absolute
Christian Science, divine Science, and
Science itself) explaining God as a consistent whole. Problems are solved according to a specific level of consciousness.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 47 MB

M-31
The Concept of
Dimensionalism

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from A-6V, #3

The dimensionality of the one Being is
discussed, giving a dimensional understanding of all levels of consciousness
and life-experience by explaining the
one Being through 4 aspects of Science
(Science itself, divine Science, absolute
Christian Science, and Christian Science).
This discussion is set within the framework of the Model of Being. The concept
of dimensionalism shows that being is
not restricted to one realm, but embraces
multiple levels or dimensions at once.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 18 MB

M-33
BEGINNER
The Days of
Creation Become the Numerals
of Infinity
Mini recording from B-2, #2–5

Here Kappeler explains Mrs. Eddy’s
statement: “The numerals of infinity,
called seven days, can never be reckoned
according to the calendar of time. These
days will appear as mortality disappears,
and they will reveal eternity, newness of
Life, in which all sense of error forever
disappears and thought accepts the
divine infinite calculus” (S&H 520:10).
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 83 MB

INTERMEDIATE
M-34
The Structure of
the Christian Science Textbook:
The logic of the 16 chapters

Mini recording from B-2, #13–17

The structure of the 16 chapters in
Science and Health are discussed in
the context of the Mind-matrix and
the matrix of handling evil. A brief
overview of the Textbook-matrix is also
investigated.
$15 5 hours
FREE mp3, 105 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

M-36
INTERMEDIATE
Healing on the
Levels of absolute Christian
Science, divine Science, and
Science itself
Mini recordings from B-3, #16–18

How does an understanding of the levels
of Science apply to healing work? This
question is considered when dealing
with these subjects: the ascending way
of understanding, the descending way
of demonstration, practice on the levels
of absolute Christian Science, divine
Science, and Science itself. We gain an
understanding of the aim, method, and
success of healing.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 51 MB

M-37
INTERMEDIATE
Exercises in
the Blending of Ideas of the 7
Synonyms for God
Mini recording from A-5, #12–15

Kappeler gives instructions for blending
the ideas of the 7 synonymous terms
for God. This includes a definition of
the nature of ideas in Christian Science,
based on references from Science and
Health. It shows how divine ideas
counteract false beliefs.
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 73 MB

M-32
The Tones of the
4 Levels of Science

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from A-6V, #4–8

Kappeler discusses how the 4 levels of
Science (Science itself, divine Science,
absolute Christian Science, and
Christian Science), provide a dimensional analysis of specific issues: life,
death, evil, matter, healing, problems,
and Jesus as a Scientist. Exercises are
done along the ascending way of understanding, from the level of Christian
Science to the level of Science itself.
These exercises train us to avoid the
temptation of trying to “leap” directly
to the standpoint of Science-itself.

M-35
ADVANCED
Healing in the
16 Chapters of the Christian
Science Textbook
Mini recording from B-3, #11–15

A discussion of the development of the
healing practice through the Christian
Science textbook, Chapters I–XVI
in Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy.
$15 5 hours
FREE mp3, 88 MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

M-38
Introduction to
Divine Cybernetics

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from D-2, #1–2

What is divine cybernetics? Kappeler
introduces the concept of cybernetics
as applied to the Science of Christian
Science. He defines divine cybernetics
and gives examples of how this concept
forms the foundation of a new Science
of all sciences.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 32 MB

$15 5 hours
FREE mp3, 86 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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RECORDED CLASSES
M-39
INTERMEDIATE
The Relationship
Between the Two Translations
of the Christ
Mini recordings from A-6IV, #9–10

This class provides a deeper analysis
of the Christ-translations as found in
Science and Health (pp. 115:12–116:3).
Subjects covered are: the Christ-idea,
the ascending way of understanding,
the descending way of demonstration,
analysis of the two Christ-translations,
and biblical references to the two
Christ-translations.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 33 MB

BEGINNER
M-40
The Christ-idea
vs. Human Thinking

Mini recordings from A-6IV, #4–5a

A discussion of the Christ-idea and
how it contrasts with human thought.
This explains the meaning of the
Christ-translation, and shows how the
Christ-idea operates as Word, Christ,
Christianity, and Science.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 25 MB

M-42
I & II Samuel—
The David Story

M-43
INTERMEDIATE
The 4-fold
Operational Consciousness

M-46
ADVANCED
Handling Evil:
The 4 levels of Science

Kappeler presents a powerful and
timeless explanation of the dynamic
self-operation of God. The four
terms—Word, Christ, Christianity,
and Science—represent the 4-fold
operational factors of Being.

A description of the Model of Being
and the meaning of each of the 4 levels
of Science within the Model of Being.
This includes a summary of the 7
synonymous terms for God, and how
evil is handled on the 4 levels.

Mini recording from B-2, #7

$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 21 MB

M-44
INTERMEDIATE
A Seminar
Discussion with Students
Concerning the 4 Levels
of Science
Mini recording from A-6V, #3–6a

This seminar defines the 4 levels of
spiritual consciousness, and discusses
how divine Principle, God, translates
itself through different levels according
to the divine law of translatability.
Examples of dimensionalism in world
thought today are given. Also discussed:
How the laws of the levels deal with the
question of “problems,” healing, and
handling evil.
$15 3.5 hours
FREE mp3, 66 MB

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from A-6II, #16–20

The story of David depicts the spiritual
development of true manhood. Max
Kappeler discusses John Doorly’s
method of interpreting biblical symbols
according to the divine system of
reference found in Science and Health.
A comparison of the story of David
(I & II Samuel) with the story of Jesus
(St. Matthew) is given.
$15 5 hours
FREE mp3, 98 MB

Mini recording from D-2, #4–5

$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 35 MB

M-47
ADVANCED
The Question of
Evil as Seen From the
4 Levels of Science
Mini recording from D-1, #8

A discussion of how the question of
evil is handled from the standpoint of
the 4 levels of Science. This talk also
explores how the last four chapters
of Science and Health symbolize the
4 levels of Science.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 18 MB

M-48
Practice on the
4 Levels of Science

ADVANCED

Mini recording from D-2, hours #8–10

M-45
A Short Review
of The 4 Levels of Science

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from B-2, #17–19

A discussion of dimensional
consciousness in terms of the 4 levels:
Christian Science, absolute Christian
Science, divine Science, and Science
itself. This includes what issues the
levels handle, and the tonality of
each level.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 56MB

FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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A discussion of healing practice based
on the Model of Being, which is a
symbol for the whole dynamics of
spiritual Being. The framework for
the Model of Being is the 4 levels of
spiritual consciousness (Science itself,
divine Science, absolute Christian
Science, and Christian Science).
Each level of spiritual consciousness is
governed by the translated forms of the
divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 55 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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M-50
Aim, Method, and
Success of Healing

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from B-3, #16

A seminar on healing practice, as
seen through the matrix of Science
and Health as presented in Chapter I,
“Prayer,” through Chapter XVI, “The
Apocalypse.” This matrix gives a spiritually structured answer to life’s problems.
Healing in Chapter XII, “Christian
Science Practice,” is also discussed.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 18 MB

M-51
Cybernetic
Consciousness

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from G-2 #8

During this seminar, the Model of
Being is seen as the model of divine
cybernetics. Divine cybernetics is
defined as divine Principle, God,
operating as a self-organizing, selfregulating, error-preventing, errorcorrecting, goal-directed system. The
4-fold operation of input, process,
output, and feedback is discussed
in their relationship to the 4-fold
operation of Word, Christ, Christianity,
and Science.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 18 MB

M-52
INTERMEDIATE
The State of the
World Today: The global crisis
Mini recording from F5, #1–4

Kappeler asks: What is a crisis? He
answers this question by showing that
the global crisis of today is impelled
by the Christ-idea and must be seen
as part of evolution pushing us into a
higher spiritual paradigm. He discusses
Mrs. Eddy’s interpretation of: “he
uttered his voice, the earth melted”
(Psalms 46:6). Mrs. Eddy states: “This
Scripture indicates that all matter will
disappear before the supremacy of
Spirit” (S&H 97:26).
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 69 MB

X

Mini
Recordings

X-1
BEGINNER
Mary Baker Eddy
as a Divine Scientist
Mini recording from B-3, #24–25

Mrs. Eddy is seen as a divine Scientist—
a Scientist of the first magnitude.
Kappeler shows us how the concept of
“ideas” evolved through philosophy to
the point of Mrs. Eddy’s discovery of the
“Science of ideas,” based on the divine
laws of Life, Truth, and Love (see S&H
107:2). Mrs. Eddy reduced this Science
of ideas to a language of spiritual
tonality—the language of Spirit, God.
Divine cybernetics, the Science that
governs changes, and the Science of the
oneness of Being, are also discussed.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 37 MB

X-2
The Logic of
Christian Science

BEGINNER

Mini recording from B-3, #19–23

Max Kappeler discusses classical logic,
transclassical logic, and one-valued
divine logic in relation to Christian
Science. The Christian Science
textbook Science and Health cannot
be understood through classical logic,
it must be understood through the
transclassical, multi-dimensional divine
logic of Science. Logic on the 4 levels of
spiritual consciousness is also discussed.
$15 5 hours
FREE mp3, 90 MB

X-4
INTERMEDIATE
“Christian
Science Practice”: Chapter XII
in Science & Health
Mini recording from A-4, #24–25

Kappeler describes the healing process
and methods of healing. He discusses
what the practitioner must know and
do in a Christian Science treatment
based on Chapter XII, “Christian
Science Practice,” in Science and Health.

X-5
The Problem of
Handling Evil

ADVANCED

Mini recording from B-3, #3–8

A discussion of methods of handling
evil in Christian Science. This is a
survey of how error is reduced to its
native nothingness. Kappeler shows
how evil destroys itself. It includes a
discussion of the Textbook-matrix for
handling evil.
$15 6 hours
FREE mp3, 108 MB

X-6
BEGINNER
The Tonality of the
7 Synonyms for God
Mini recording from A-5, #6–10

The 7 synonymous terms for God—
Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,
Truth, and Love—are found in Science
and Health (see p. 465:10). But what
does each term mean? We gain the
full meaning of each synonym by first
identifying the ideas associated with
that synonym (as found in Science and
Health). Then, by pondering all of the
ideas, the full tone of each synonym
becomes clear. A good grounding in the
tonality of each synonym is necessary
for a full understanding of Science.
$15 5 hours
FREE mp3, 100 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

X-7a
Idea and Ideas

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from A-4, #6–9

Kappeler provides a survey of the terms
“idea” and “ideas.” Topics include the
definition and origin of idea/ideas;
divine Principle, God, and its idea; all
is infinite Mind and its infinite idea;
man is the compound idea; idea as a
dynamic, divine, multidimensional
structure; the Christ-idea.
$15 4 hours
FREE mp3, 60 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 30 MB
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X-7b
The History of the
Term “Idea”

INTERMEDIATE

Mini recording from C-4, #5

Kappeler discusses how “idea” and
“ideas” are used in Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker
Eddy, including the history of the term
“idea” based on the research by John W.
Doorly and his students. Each of the
7 synonymous terms for God can be
defined through specific ideas.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 19 MB

INTERMEDIATE
X-8
Metaphysics
Contrasted with Science

X-11
BEGINNER
Scientific
Obstetrics: Giving birth
to the idea
1977, Wilmington, DE

Kappeler shows us how to understand
the Science that governs spiritual birth:
scientific obstetrics. The spiritually
scientific method of being reborn as
the idea of divine Science resolves the
question of death. Jesus explained the
new birth to Nicodemus in biblical
language, whereas Mrs. Eddy presents
it to our age in the language of divine
Science (see S&H 463:5–20).
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 38 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)

$15 2.5 hours
FREE mp3, 49 MB

X-10
How Ideas
Dissolve Illusions

ADVANCED

Mini recording from C-6, #17–19

This describes how ideas dispel
illusions, shown in the form of a
7x7 matrix of the 7 synonyms for
God (Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle,
Life, Truth, and Love). This matrix
is embedded in Science and Health
Chapter X, “Science of Being,” Part I.
$15 3 hours
FREE mp3, 53 MB

BEGINNER

Mini recording from B-1, #9–10

Kappeler discusses the parallel
development of the concept of
cybernetics in science and the discovery
of the idea of divine cybernetics in
Christian Science. The term cybernetics
is explained, along with the concept
of the Christ-idea and its relation to
divine cybernetics.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 39 MB

X-26
John W. Doorly
is Speaking

BEGINNER

1950, England

Mini recording from A-5, #19b–21

An explanation of the differences
between the concepts of metaphysics
and Science. It also shows the different
standpoints of the 7 synonymous terms
for God in metaphysics and in Science.

X-15
Divine Cybernetics

X-12
BEGINNER
The History of the
Medical Sciences and
Their Philosophies
Mini recording from C-1S, #23–24

An overview of the development
of medical science in relation to
Christian Science. Kappeler shows
that the trend is away from matter
and toward Spirit in an explanation
of Science and Health, Chapter VI,
“Science, Theology, Medicine”.
$15 2 hours
FREE mp3, 35 MB

BEGINNER
X-13
The Eight
Ordered Steps to Finding our
Oneness with Being

Mini recording from B-2, #23

In Science, two particular questions are
most fundamental:
1) What is spiritual reality?
2) How can I become one with reality?
The answer to the first question is
found in the three main categories of
spiritual reality; the 7+4+4. The second
question is answered according to
the eight ordered steps to finding our
oneness with Being: the ascending way
of understanding and the descending
way of demonstration.
$15 1 hour
FREE mp3, 21 MB
FREE (pdf, <1 MB)
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This recording presents a rare
opportunity to hear John W. Doorly
speaking as he is presenting his
1950 lectures based on Chapter XII,
“Christian Science Practice,” in Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy. Doorly’s dynamic
and lively presentation, along with his
deep insights into the pure Science
of Christian Science, warms the heart
and stirs the intellect. This recording is
unique, as it is the only available voice
recording of John W. Doorly giving one
of his “Talks.” His original recordings
were made on wire, and Peggy M.
Brook, his secretary and co-worker,
recovered this single recording and
preserved it for future generations.
The recording is distributed with permission from
the John W. Doorly Trust, England.

$15 1 hour
FREE 1 hour
FREE mp3, 83 MB

Audiobooks
by Max Kappeler

See page 24 for full descriptions
X-27 Why Study Christian Science
as a Science?
X-28 Introduction to the Science
of Christian Science
X-29 The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way
of Life, Vol. I: Revelation of
the Structure
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KI USA Introductory Packet

I

f you are new to the Science of Christian Science, the following introductory booklets will
introduce you to Kappeler’s work.

n Why Study Christian Science as a Science? (see p. 20)
n The Christian Science Textbook: Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures

by Mary Baker Eddy—our way of life and our teacher (see p. 10)
n Stately Science Pauses Not (Mary Baker Eddy) (see p. 17)
n Christian Science in the World of Today and Tomorrow (see p. 10)
n What is the Science of Being? (see p. 19)
n The Necessary Change of Standpoint (see p. 14)

To order complimentary printed KI USA Introductory Packet booklets for yourself or a friend (please make
sure friends are interested before requesting), use our KI USA Books and Recorded Classes Order Form.

KI USA Introductory Classes

O

nce you are familiar with Kappeler’s work, you can begin your study of Science with these
introductory materials.

BOOKS

RECORDINGS
From the Physical, Through
the Mental, To the Spiritual
Joel Jessen (see page 12)

$45 Paperback
FREE (pdf, 1.5 MB)

The Seven Synonymous
Terms for God Meet the
World's Need for a New
System of Reference

Joel Jessen (see KI USA website/books)
$20, 7 pages spiral bound
FREE (pdf), .1 MB)

RECORDINGS
Max Kappeler taught only one “introductory class” in
English during his many years of teaching. This class, which
outlines the basics of the Science of Christian Science, was
given in Zürich, Switzerland in 1962.
A-1, An Introduction to the Science of
Christian Science Max Kappeler (see page 25)
PURCHASE CDs

$35 18 hours

DOWNLOAD

FREE mp3, 380 MB

ILLUSTRATIONS

FREE pdf, 206 KB
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J-6, The Science of Being: The emergence
of a divine philosophy Joel Jessen (see page 38)
PURCHASE CDs

$35 22 hours

DOWNLOAD

FREE mp3, 420 MB

ILLUSTRATIONS

FREE pdf, 280 KB

J-10, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding our
Oneness with Being Joel Jessen (see page 38)
PURCHASE CDs

$25 10 hours

DOWNLOAD

FREE mp3, 235 MB

ILLUSTRATIONS

FREE pdf, 201 KB

Joel Jessen (President, KI USA) taught introductory classes
for the Kappeler Institute USA Summer Schools for 20 years
(1975–1995). These classes are recommended for those
unfamiliar with Christian Science, or for individuals who want
further introductory level study in the Science of Christian
Science. All proceeds from the sale of Joel Jessen’s books and
recordings go directly to the Kappeler Institute USA.

more information online: www.kappelerinstitute.org
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Publicações do KI USA em Português
Os seguintes informativos do KI USA foram traduzidos para o Português:
[The following booklets from KI USA have been translated into Portuguese:]


Desenvolvimento da Idéia e da Prática da Ciência Cristã (See p. 23)



que é a Ciência do Ser? (See p. 23)



Os Sete Termos Sinônimos de Deus Satisfazem a Necessidade que o Mundo Tem de um Novo
Sistema de Referência (See p. 23)



Sobre o Instituto Kappeler (See https://www.kappelerinstitute.org/books-2/ki-usa-books-em-portugues)

Publicaciones de KI USA en español
Los folletos en inglés del KI USA han sido traducidos al español:
[The following booklets from KI USA have been translated into Spanish:]


¿Por qué Estudiar Ciencia Cristiana, como Ciencia? (See p. 21)



¿Qué es la Ciencia del Ser? (See p. 21)



Acerca Del Instituto Kappeler (See https://www.kappelerinstitute.org/books-2/ki-usa-books-en-espanol/)



La Ciencia de la Oración (See p. 21)



El Desenvolvimiento de la Idea y de la Práctica de la Ciencia Cristiana (See p. 22)



La Estructura del Libro de Texto de la Ciencia Cristiana-Nuestro Camino de Vida Vol. I:
Revelación de la Estructura (See p. 22)



Introducción a la Ciencia de la Ciencia Cristiana (See p. 21)



Los Siete Sinónimos de Dios Satisfacen la Necesidad de un Nuevo Sistema de Referencia para el
Mundo (See p. 22)

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org phone: 206.286.1617
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Progressive Study Program

T

he progressive study program categorizes selected
Kappeler books by their spiritually scientific
complexity, and is divided into three sections:
Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced.
Within each section are three categories:
Core Recommendations. The Core contains the
essential elements for a basic understanding of
Science. Reading the Core within each section will
provide you with the minimum number of study
materials necessary to progress to the next section.
Additional Literature. This category contains additional
study materials appropriate to that section. Select these
items if you wish to gain a fuller understanding of
Science before moving on to the next section, or if you
want to study certain topics in more depth.

Related Classes. This section can be found in the
last column. These recorded lectures cover the same
or related topics presented in the literature in the
first column. Selecting at least one recorded lecture
within each section will significantly improve your
understanding of the topics being presented in
the literature.
Do not feel that you must strictly adhere to these
recommendations—feel free to choose items that
appeal to you. Our suggestions are best used as
a compass rather than a curriculum. Allow your
selections to reflect your background, interests, and
goals in Science. Ultimately you are guided by the
self-evolution of understanding of the Christ-idea.
If you have questions about your study program,
contact KI USA.

Beginning Level
BEGINNING CORE RECOMMENDATIONS

RELATED CLASSES

What is the Science of Being?

n M-3, The Divine System of Reference

Why Study Christian Science as a Science

n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a Science?
n B-6V, Fundamental Questions on the Science of

Christian Science, PART 5: Structural Consciousness

n X-27, Why Study Christian Science as a Science (audiobook)

“Stately Science Pauses Not”
(Mary Baker Eddy)

n M-19, The Development of the Science of Christian Science

Newsletter #6: The New Model for the
Scientist in the Next Millennium

n M-38, Introduction to Divine Cybernetics

The Necessary Change of Standpoint

n M-10, Debunking Mortal Consciousness

From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual

n J-6, The Science of Being: The emergence of a divine philosophy

Since Mary Baker Eddy

n B-2, From Atomistic Thinking to Cybernetic

Comprehensive Consciousness

The Science of Prayer

n M-27, “The Lord’s Prayer”: Considered according to the 7 synonyms

The Christ-idea

n M-40, The Christ-idea vs. Human Thinking

for God interwoven with the 4-fold operation of Being

n M-25, The Implications of the Two Translations

Introduction to the Science of Christian Science

n A-1, An Introduction to the Science of Christian Science
n X-28, Introduction to the Science of Christian Science (audiobook)

The Christian Science Textbook: Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy—
Our way of life and our teacher

n M-20, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook:

An overview

email: mail@kappelerinstitute.org n phone: 206.286.1617
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Beginning Level

continued from page 49

BEGINNING ADDITIONAL LITERATURE

RELATED CLASSES

Logical Reasoning in Christian Science

n X-2, The Logic of Christian Science

“He Shall Never See Death” (St. John 8:51)

n M-2, The Universal Life-principle

Christian Science in the World of Today and Tomorrow

n M-4, The Contribution of Christian Science to the World
n J-7, The Education of the Future in the Light of Christian Science

The Imperative Step

n J-6, The Science of Being: The emergence of a divine philosophy

Evolution—Material or Spiritual?

n M-39, The Relationship Between the Two Translations of the Christ

The Bible in the Light of Christian Science,
Volume I: Genesis

n C-1G, CH. XV, Genesis: The Structure of the

Christian Government—Its Scientific Evolution

n J-8, Theocracy in the Light of Christian Science

Quo vadis? Where are you going, Christian Scientist?

n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a Science?

Christian Science Textbook—Our Way of Life

A Statement by John W. Doorly
The Seven Synonymous Terms for God Meet the
World’s Need for a New System of Reference

n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God (S&H 465:10)

When I Think of John W. Doorly I:
“Scientific Obstetrics”

n X-11, Scientific Obstetrics: Giving birth to the idea

Intermediate Level
INTERMEDIATE CORE RECOMMENDATIONS

RELATED CLASSES

The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook—
Our Way of Life, Vol. I, Revelation of the Structure

n M-34, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook:

The Psychology of Spirit

n M-40, The Christ-idea vs. Human Thinking

Scientific Obstetrics (S&H p. 463)

n X-11, Scientific Obstetrics: Giving birth to the idea

The Ordered Approach to the One Being

n X-13, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding our Oneness with Being

The logic of the 16 chapters
n X-29, The Structure of the Christian Science Textbook—Our Way of
Life, Vol. I: Revelation of the Structure (audiobook)
n C-1Series, C-1PR through C-1AP: The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life
n C-2Series, C-2PR through C-2AN: The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation

n J-10, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding our Oneness with Being

The Seven Synonyms for God (Ch. 1–7)

n X-6, The Tonality of the 7 Synonyms for God
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God (S&H 465:10)

The Law of the Self-evolution of Scientific
Spiritual Understanding
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n G-7, The Law of the Self-evolution of Understanding

Through the Idea of Christian Science
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Intermediate Level
INTERMEDIATE CORE RECOMMENDATIONS

RELATED CLASSES

The Four Levels of Spiritual Consciousness

n A-6III, Syllabus III
n A-6IV, Syllabus IV
n A-6V, Syllabus V
n E-1, The Structure of Being and its Universal Laws
n D-4, Divine Cybernetics and the Self-operating “Dimensional Laws”

of the One Being, God

Man: The Thinker—or the Thought?
Animal Magnetism—Unmasked

n M-14, The Development of Handling of Animal Magnetism in

The Pioneer of Truth is Blessed

n C-1AN, CH. V, Animal Magnetism Unmasked: The Structure of the

Notes on Handling Evil with References
from the Work of Mary Baker Eddy

n X-5, The Problem of Handling Evil

Complete Compendium for the
Study of Christian Science

n X-6, The Tonality of the 7 Synonyms for God

Science and Health
n C-1AN, CH. V, Animal Magnetism Unmasked, The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook—Our Way of Life
n C-2AN, CH. V, Animal Magnetism Unmasked, The Christian
Science Textbook: A workshop on text-interpretation
Christian Science Textbook—Our Way of Life

n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God (S&H 465:10)
n A-6I, Syllabus I, plus A-6Ia: “The Rules for Studying the 7

Synonymous Terms for God”
n A-6II, Syllabus II
INTERMEDIATE ADDITIONAL LITERATURE

RELATED CLASSES

Only Science Reveals

n C-1G, CH. XV, Genesis, The Structure of the Christian Science

The Spiritual Breakthrough to the Next Millennium

n M-15, The 1000-year Periods in Biblical History

Textbook—Our Way of Life

n M-18, Symbol and Reality: Evolving through the 1000-year periods

in the Bible
n M-21, The Impact of the Divine Idea on the World
The Bible in the Light of Christian Science,
Volume II: Exodus
The Bible in the Light of Christian Science,
Volume III: Joshua, Judges
The Bible in the Light of Christian Science,
Volume IV: I & II Samuel

n M-42, I& II Samuel—The David Story

Metaphysics and Science in Christian Science

n X-8, Metaphysics Contrasted with Science
n B-6I, Fundamental Questions on the Science of Christian Science,

PART 1: The Steps from Metaphysics to Science

continued on page 52
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Intermediate Level

continued from page 51

INTERMEDIATE ADDITIONAL LITERATURE

RELATED CLASSES

The Development of the Christian Science
Idea and Practice

n C-168, Development of the Christian Science Idea from

Christian Government—Its Scientific Evolution

n J-8, Theocracy in the Light of Christian Science

Quo vadis? Where are you going, Christian Scientist?

n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a Science?

1866 to 1986, The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation
n M-19, The Development of the Science of Christian Science Since
Mary Baker Eddy
n M-9, Healing
n M-7, Principle and Practice are One
n M-35, Healing in the 16 Chapters of the Christian Science Textbook
n M-36, Healing on the Levels of absolute Christian Science, divine
Science, and Science itself
n X-4, “Christian Science Practice”: Chapter XII in Science & Health
n M-21, The Impact of the Divine Idea on the World
n M-2, The Universal Life-principle

A Statement by John W. Doorly

Advanced Level
INTERMEDIATE CORE RECOMMENDATIONS

RELATED CLASSES

The Minor Prophets in the Light of Christian Science

n F-1, The Minor Prophets in the Light of Christian Science
n F-1A, The Minor Prophets: The laws of the Christ

The Epistles in the Light of Christian Science

n F-2, The Epistles in Light of Christian Science
n F-2A, The Epistles: The laws of scientific Christianity

Epitomes for the Spiritually Structured Interpretation
of the Christian Science Textbook

n C-1PR through C-1AP: The Structure of the Christian

The Seven Synonyms for God (Ch. 8–10)

n E-2, The Matrix of Immortality: Code of divine laws

The Science of the Oneness of Being in the
Christian Science Textbook

n C-7, The Science of Oneness in the Christian Science Textbook

INTERMEDIATE ADDITIONAL LITERATURE

RELATED CLASSES

The Dissolving of Duality as Presented in the
16th Chapter of the Christian Science Textbook
(“The Apocalypse”)

n B-6IV, Fundamental Questions on the Science of Christian Science,

Science Textbook—Our Way of Life
n C-2PR through C-2AN: The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation

PART 4: Ascending and Descending in the 4 Levels of Science

n C-1AP, CH. XVI, The Apocalypse, The Structure of the Christian

Science Textbook—Our Way of Life

This Lie Called Evil

n M-46, Handling Evil: The 4 Levels of Science

Truth and Scientific Truth
Taking Responsibility for the Idea
The One Man
When I Think of John W. Doorly II: Introduction to the Matrix Consciousness
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Books and Recorded Classes Sorted by Subject

P

lease use this list to select study materials that suit your interests.
The subjects are listed in roughly alphabetical order, so feel free to browse the items.

Christian Science as a Science

BOOKS
n Introduction to the Science of Christian
Science (page 13)
n Logical Reasoning in Christian Science
(page 13)
n Complete Compendium for the Study of
Christian Science (page 10)
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n “Stately Science Pauses Not”
(Mary Baker Eddy) (page 17)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)
n The One Man (page 15)
n The Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life, Vol. I:
Revelation of the Structure (page 18)
n What is the Science of Being? (page 19)
n When I Think of John W. Doorly…I:
“Scientific Obstetrics” (page 19)
n Why Study Christian Science as a
Science? (page 20)
RECORDED CLASSES
n B-6V, Structural Consciousness
(2 hours) (page 27 and 28)
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God
(S&H 465:10) (Joel Jessen) (24 hours)
(page 37)
n J-6, The Science of Being:
The emergence of a divine philosophy
(Joel Jessen) (22 hours) (page 38)
n J-7, The Education of the Future in the
Light of Christian Science (Joel Jessen)
(5 hours) (page 38)
n G-3, The Model of Being and its
Universal Laws (25 hours) (page 37)
n M-17, Why Study Christian Science as a
Science? (3 hours) (page 41)
n X-1, Mary Baker Eddy as a Divine
Scientist (2 hours) (page 45)
n X-2, The Logic of Christian Science
(5 hours) (page 45)
n X-27, Why Study Christian Science as a
Science? (Audiobook) (2 hours) (page 24)
n X-28, Introduction to the Science of
Christian Science (Audiobook) (8 hours)
(page 24)
n X-29, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life, Vol.
I: Revelation of the Structure
(Audiobook) (11 hours) (page 24)

Preparing Yourself to
Study Science

BOOKS
n “Scientific Obstetrics” (S&H p.463)
(page 17)
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n The Imperative Step (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n Introduction to the Science of Christian
Science (page 13)
n The Necessary Change of Standpoint
(page 14)
n The Ordered Approach to the One Being
(page 15)
n The Pioneer of Truth is Blessed (page 15)
n The Psychology of Spirit (page 16)
n The Science of Prayer (page 16)
n When I Think of John W. Doorly…I:
“Scientific Obstetrics” (page 19)
RECORDED CLASSES
n B-2, From Atomistic Thinking
to Cybernetic Comprehensive
Consciousness (27 hours) (page 27)
n B Series COMPLETE: B-2 through
B-6V: A Survey of the Science of Being
and its Practical Implications (27 hours)
(page 27)
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God
(S&H 465:10) (Joel Jessen) (24 hours)
(page 37)
n J-6, The Science of Being:
The emergence of a divine philosophy
(Joel Jessen) (22 hours) (page 38)
n J-7, The Education of the Future in the
Light of Christian Science (Joel Jessen)
(5 hours) (page 38)
n J-10, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding
our Oneness with Being (Joel Jessen)
(10 hours) (page 38)
n X-8, Metaphysics Contrasted with Science
(2 hours) (page 46)
n X-11, Scientific Obstetrics: Giving birth
to the idea (2 hours) (page 46)
n X-13, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding
our Oneness with Being (1 hour) (page 46)

Introduction to the Divine
System of Reference
(the 7, the 4, & the 4)

BOOKS
n Introduction to the Science of Christian
Science (page 13)
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n “Stately Science Pauses Not”
(Mary Baker Eddy) (page 17)
n The Christian Science Textbook:
Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy—
our way of life and our teacher (page 10)
n The Imperative Step (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n The Necessary Change of Standpoint
(page 14)
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n What is the Science of Being? (page 19)
n Why Study Christian Science as a
Science? (page 20)
RECORDED CLASSES
n A-1, An Introduction to the Science of
Christian Science (18 hours) (page 25)
n A-4, The Structure-principle of Being
(25 hours) (page 25)
n B-2, From Atomistic Thinking to
Cybernetic Comprehensive Consciousness
(27 hours) (page 27)
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God
(S&H 465:10) (Joel Jessen) (24 hours)
(page 37)
n J-6, The Science of Being: The emergence
of a divine philosophy (Joel Jessen)
(22 hours) (page 37)
n M-3, The Divine System of Reference
(3 hours) (page 40)
n X-27, Why Study Christian Science as a
Science? (Audiobook) (2 hours) (page 24)
n X-28, Introduction to the Science of
Christian Science (Audiobook) (8 hours)
(page 24)

The 7 Synonymous Terms for God

BOOKS
n Complete Compendium for the Study of
Christian Science (page 10)
n The Bible in the Light of Christian
Science, Vol. I: Genesis (page 8)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)
n Metaphysics and Science in Christian
Science (page 14)
n The Seven Synonyms for God (page 17)
n “Scientific Obstetrics” (S&H p.463)
(page 17)
n A Study Aid for the Science of Christian
Science (page 18)
continued on page 54
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STUDY ASSISTANCE

Books and Recorded Classes Sorted by Subject
continued from page 53
RECORDED CLASSES
n A-5, A Seminar on the 7 Synonymous
Terms for God (23 hours) (page 26)
n A-6I, Syllabus I (28.5 hours) (page 26)
n A-6II, Syllabus II (28 hours) (page 26)
n A-6III, Syllabus III (27 hours) (page 26)
n D-3, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God:
Symbols of the dimensional
translatability of God (8 hours) (page 35)
n J-1, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God
(S&H 465:10) (Joel Jessen) (24 hours)
(page 37)
n M-5, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God
(1 hour) (page 40)
n M-16, The Dimensional Structuring of
the Ideas of the 7 Synonyms for God
(7 hours) (page 41)
n M-33, The Days of Creation Become the
Numerals of Infinity (3 hours) (page 43)
n M-37, Exercises in the Blending of Ideas
of the 7 Synonyms for God (4 hours)
(page 43)
n X-6, The Tonality of the 7 Synonyms for
God (5 hours) (page 45)
n X-8, Metaphysics Contrasted with
Science (2 hours) (page 46)

The 4-Fold Operation of Being

BOOKS
n A Study Aid for the Science of Christian
Science (page 18)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)
n The One Man (page 15)
n The Seven Synonyms for God (page 17)
n Truth and Scientific Truth (page 19)
RECORDED CLASSES
n A-6III, Syllabus III (27 hours) (page 26)
n A-6IV, Syllabus IV (25 hours) (page 27)
n M-27, “The Lord’s Prayer”: Considered
according to the 7 synonyms of God
interwoven with the 4-fold operation of
Being (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-28, The 4-fold Operation of Being
(6 hours) (page 42)
n M-29, Examples of the 4-fold Operation:
Word, Christ, Christianity, Science
(3 hours) (page 42)
n M-43, The 4-fold Operational
Consciousness (1 hour) (page 44)
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The 4 Levels of Science

BOOKS
n A Study Aid for the Science of Christian
Science (page 18)
n Only Science Reveals (page 15)
n Taking Responsibility for the Idea (page 18)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)
n The Seven Synonyms for God (Ch. 7)
(page 17)
RECORDED CLASSES
n A-6V, Syllabus V (26 hours) (page 27)
n B-6III, Fundamental Questions on the
Science of Christian Science (Part 3): The
Christ (8 hours) (page 28)
n B-6IV, Ascending and Descending the 4
Levels of Science (2 hours) (page 28)
n D-1, The 4 Levels of Science
(24 hours) (page 34)
n D-2, Divine Cybernetics: the proto-science,
the integral Science (20 hours) (page 34)
n D-3, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God:
Symbols of the dimensional translatability
of God (8 hours) (page 35)
n D-4, Divine Cybernetics and the Selfoperating “Dimensional Laws” of the
One Being, God (24 hours) (page 35)
n M-30, The Dimensional Consciousness
of the One Being (3 hours) (page 43)
n M-31, The Concept of Dimensionalism
(1 hour) (page 43)
n M-32, The Tones of the 4 Levels of
Science (5 hours) (page 43)
n M-44, A Seminar Discussion with
Students Concerning the 4 Levels of
Science (4 hours) (page 44)
n M-45, A Short Review of The 4 Levels of
Science (3 hours) (page 44)
n M-46, Handling Evil: The 4 Levels of
Science (2 hours) (page 44)
n M-47, The Question of Evil as Seen from
the 4 Levels of Science (1 hour) (page 44)
n M-48, Practice on the 4 Levels of Science
(3 hours) (page 44)

The Model of Being/
The Laws of Being

BOOKS
n A Study Aid for the Science of Christian
Science (page 18)
n The Epistles in the Light of Christian
Science (page 11)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)

n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n The Law of the Self-evolution of
Scientific Spiritual Understanding
(page 13)
n The Minor Prophets in the Light of
Christian Science (page 14)
n The Pioneer of Truth is Blessed (page 15)
RECORDED CLASSES
n D-1, The 4 Levels of Science (24 hours)
(page 34)
n D-3, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God:
Symbols of the dimensional
translatability of God (8 hours) (page 35)
n D-4, Divine Cybernetics and the Selfoperating “Dimensional Laws” of the
One Being, God (24 hours) (page 35)
n E-1, The Structure of Being and its
Universal Laws (39 hours) (page 35)
n F-1A, The Minor Prophets: The laws of
the Christ (25 hours) (page 36)
n F-2A, The Epistles: The laws of scientific
Christianity (23 hours) (page 36)
n G-3, The Model of Being and its
Universal Laws (25 hours) (page 37)
n G-7, The Law of the Self-evolution of
Understanding Through the Idea of
Christian Science (27 hours) (page 37)
n JG Series COMPLETE: JG-1through
JG-3: The Model of Being (58 hours)
(page 39)

Matrices

BOOKS
n A Study Aid for the Science of Christian
Science (page 18)
n The Dissolving of Duality as Presented in
the 16th Chapter of the Christian Science
Textbook (“The Apocalypse”) (page 11)
n The Epistles in the Light of Christian
Science (page 11)
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n The Minor Prophets in the Light of
Christian Science (page 14)
n The Seven Synonyms for God (Ch. 8+)
(page 17)
n The Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life, Vol. I:
Revelation of the Structure (page 18)
n Truth and Scientific Truth (page 19)
n When I Think of John W. Doorly…II:
Introduction to the Matrix Consciousness
(page 20)
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STUDY ASSISTANCE

Books and Recorded Classes Sorted by Subject
RECORDED CLASSES
n C-4, The Matrix of Science and Health:
An overview (24 hours) (page 34)
n C-6, Exercises in Culturing Consciousness
According to the Matrix of Science and
Health (26 hours) (page 34)
n C-7, The Science of Oneness in the
Christian Science Textbook (23 hours)
(page 34)
n E-2, The Matrix of Immortality: Code of
divine laws (24 hours) (page 35)
n F-1A, The Minor Prophets: The laws of
the Christ (25 hours) (page 36)
n F-2A, The Epistles: The laws of scientific
Christianity (23 hours) (page 36)
n X-29, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life,
Vol. I: Revelation of the Structure
(Audiobook) (11 hours) (page 24)

Handling Evil/
Mortal Consciousness

BOOKS
n Animal Magnetism—Unmasked (page 8)
n Evolution—Material or Spiritual? (page 11)
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n Introduction to the Science of Christian
Science (page 13)
n Notes on Handling Evil with References
from the Work of Mary Baker Eddy
(page 14)
n Taking Responsibility for the Idea (page 18)
n The Dissolving of Duality as Presented in
the 16th Chapter of the Christian Science
Textbook (“The Apocalypse”) (page 11)
n The Pioneer of Truth is Blessed (page 15)
n The Psychology of Spirit (page 16)
n This Lie Called Evil (Denise Breton)
(page 19)
RECORDED CLASSES
n C-6, Exercises in Culturing Consciousness
According to the Matrix of Science and
Health (26 hours) (page 34)
n M-10, Debunking Mortal Consciousness
(4 hours) (page 40)
n M-14, The Development of Handling
Animal Magnetism in Science and Health
(3 hours) (page 41)
n M-46, Handling Evil: The 4 levels of
Science (2 hours) (page 44)
n M-47, The Question of Evil as Seen from
the 4 Levels of Science (1 hour) (page 44)
n X-5, The Problem of Handling Evil
(6 hours) (page 45)

n X-10, How Ideas Dissolve Illusions
(3 hours) (page 46)
n X-28, Introduction to the Science of
Christian Science (Audiobook) (8 hours)
(page 24)

The Bible in the Light of Science

BOOKS
n Only Science Reveals (page 15)
n Complete Compendium for the Study of
Christian Science (page 10)
n The Bible in the Light of Christian
Science, Volume I: Genesis (page 8)
n The Bible in the Light of Christian
Science, Volume II: Exodus (page 8)
n The Bible in the Light of Christian
Science, Volume III: Joshua, Judges
(page 8)
n The Bible in the Light of Christian
Science, Volume IV: I & II Samuel
(page 9)
n The Epistles in the Light of Christian
Science (page 11)
n The Minor Prophets in the Light of
Christian Science (page 14)
n The Science of Prayer (page 16)
n The Spiritual Breakthrough to the Next
Millennium (page 17)
RECORDED CLASSES
n B-6II, Fundamental Questions on the
Science of Christian Science (Part 2):
Advancing Spiritual Consciousness
(7 hours) (page 28)
n F-1, The Minor Prophets in the Light of
Christian Science (32 hours) (page 35)
n F-1A, The Minor Prophets: The laws of
the Christ (25 hours) (page 36)
n F-2, The Epistles in the Light of
Christian Science (31 hours) (page 36)
n F-2A, The Epistles: The laws of scientific
Christianity (23 hours) (page 36)
n F-4, The Gospel of St. John in the Light
of Christian Science (28 hours) (page 36)
n F-5, The Practical Implications of the
Spiritual Structure of the Gospel of St.
John (26 hours) (page 36)
n M-13, The 1000-year Periods in Biblical
History Found in “The Minor Prophets”
in the Bible (3 hours) (page 41)
n M-15, The 1000-year Periods in Biblical
History (4 hours) (page 41)
n M-18, Symbol and Reality: Evolving
through the 1000-year periods in the
Bible (1 hour) (page 41)

n M-33, The Days of Creation Become the
Numerals of Infinity (3 hours) (page 43)
n M-42, I & II Samuel—The David Story
(5 hours) (page 44)
n M-52, The State of the World Today:
The global crisis (4 hours) (page 45)

The Structure of the
Christian Science Textbook

BOOKS
n Epitomes for the Spiritually Structured
Interpretation of the Christian Science
Textbook (page 11)
n “Stately Science Pauses Not”
(Mary Baker Eddy) (page 17)
n The Christian Science Textbook: Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy—our way of life and
our teacher (page 10)
n The Science of the Oneness of Being in
the Christian Science Textbook (page 16)
n The Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life, Vol. I: The
Revelation of the Structure (page 18)
RECORDED CLASSES
n C-1 Series COMPLETE: C-1PR through
C-1AP: The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life
(289 hours) (page 29)
n C-2 Series COMPLETE: C-2PR through
C-2AN: The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation
(102 hours) (page 32)
n C-3, The 16 Aspects of Oneness in
Science and Health (6 hours) (page 33)
n C-4, The Matrix of Science and Health:
An overview (24 hours) (page 34)
n C-6, Exercises in Culturing Consciousness
According to the Matrix of Science and
Health (26 hours) (page 34)
n C-7, The Science of Oneness in the
Christian Science Textbook (23 hours)
(page 34)
n JC-2S Series COMPLETE: JC-2SI & II:
Science, Theology, Medicine, Parts I & II
(48 hours) (page 38)
n M-6, The Developing Idea of Oneness
(4 hours) (page 40)
n M-12, The Structural Method of Science
(2 hours) (page 41)
n M-20, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook: An overview (2 hours)
(page 41)
n M-34, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook: The logic of the 16
chapters (5 hours) (page 43)
continued on page 56
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STUDY ASSISTANCE

Books and Recorded Classes Sorted by Subject
continued from page 55
n X-29, The Structure of the Christian
Science Textbook—Our Way of Life,
Vol. I: Revelation of the Structure
(Audiobook) (11 hours) (page 24)

The History and Development of
the Science of Christian Science
BOOKS
n Christian Science in the World of Today
and Tomorrow (page 10)
n Metaphysics and Science in Christian
Science (page 14)
n The Development of the Christian
Science Idea and Practice (page 10)
n The Spiritual Breakthrough to the Next
Millennium (page 17)
n When I Think of John W. Doorly...I:
“Scientific Obstetrics” (page 19)
n When I Think of John W. Doorly...
II: Introduction to the Matrix
Consciousness (page 20)
RECORDED CLASSES
n C-168, Development of the Christian
Science Idea from 1866 to 1986,
The Christian Science Textbook:
A workshop on text-interpretation
(10 hours) (page 33)
n M-6, The Developing Idea of Oneness
(4 hours) (page 40)
n M-11, The New and The Old Concept
of Science (1 hour) (page 40)
n M-19, The Development of the Science
of Christian Science Since Mary Baker
Eddy (3 hours) (page 41)
n M-22, The Development of the Idea of
Oneness from the Bible to Mary Baker
Eddy’s Scientific Revelation (2 hours)
(page 42)
n X-1, Mary Baker Eddy as a Divine
Scientist (2 hours) (page 45)
n X-12, The History of the Medical
Sciences and Their Philosophies
(2 hours) (page 46)
n X-26, John W. Doorly is Speaking
(1 hour) (page 46)

Healing and Christian
Science Practice

BOOKS
n “He Shall Never See Death”
(St. John 8:51) (page 12)
n Introduction to the Science of Christian
Science (page 13)
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n Metaphysics and Science in Christian
Science (page 14)
n “Scientific Obstetrics” (S&H p. 463)
(page 10)
n The Development of the Christian
Science Idea and Practice (page 10)
n The Psychology of Spirit (page 16)
n The Spiritual Breakthrough to the Next
Millennium (page 17)
n Truth and Scientific Truth (page 19)
RECORDED CLASSES
n B-3, Christian Science Practice:
Based on the Science of divine revelation
(25 hours) (page 27)
n C-6, Exercises in Culturing Consciousness
According to the Matrix of Science and
Health (26 hours) (page 34)
n D-1, The 4 Levels of Science (24 hours)
(page 34)
n M-2, The Universal Life-principle
(1 hour) (page 39)
n M-7, Principle and Practice are One
(2 hours) (page 40)
n M-8, The Development of the Healing
Practice (2 hours) (page 40)
n M-9, Healing (2 hours) (page 40)
n M-21, The Impact of the Divine Idea on
the World (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-35, Healing in the 16 Chapters of the
Christian Science Textbook (5 hours)
(page 43)
n M-36, Healing on the Levels of absolute
Christian Science, divine Science, and
Science itself (3 hours) (page 43)
n M-48, Practice on the 4 Levels of Science
(3 hours) (page 44)
n M-50, Aim, Method, and Success of
Healing (1 hour) (page 45)
n X-4, “Christian Science Practice”:
Chapter XII in Science and Health
(2 hours) (page 45)
n X-13, The Eight Ordered Steps to
Finding our Oneness with Being (1 hour)
(page 46)
n X-28, Introduction to the Science
of Christian Science (8 hour) (page 24)

Metaphysics & Science

BOOKS
n Metaphysics and Science in Christian
Science (page 14)

RECORDED CLASSES
n B-6I, Fundamental Questions on the
Science of Christian Science (Part 1):
The Steps from Metaphysics to Science
(8 hours) (page 28)
n X-8, Metaphysics Contrasted with
Science (2.5 hours) (page 46)

The Christ-idea

BOOKS
n Evolution—Material or Spiritual? (page 11)
n Man: The Thinker—or the Thought?
(page 13)
n Metaphysics and Science in Christian
Science (page 14)
n The Christ-idea (page 9)
n The One Man (page 15)
RECORDED CLASSES
n B-6III, Fundamental Questions on the
Science of Christian Science (Part 3):
The Christ (8 hours) (page 28)
n M-24, The Two Translations (2 hours)
(page 42)
n M-25, The Implication of the Two
Translations (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-26, “Idea” Within the Framework of
Divine Cybernetics (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-39, The Relationship Between the
Two Translations of the Christ (2 hours)
(page 44)
n M-40, The Christ-idea vs. Human
Thinking (1.5 hours) (page 44)
n X-7a, Idea and Ideas (4 hours) (page 45)
n X-7b, The History of the Term
“Idea” (1 hour) (page 45)
n X-10, How Ideas Dissolve Illusions
(3 hours) (page 46)
n X-15, Divine Cybernetics (2 hours)
(page 46)

The Ascending and
Descending Way

BOOKS
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n Metaphysics and Science in Christian
Science (page 14)
n Only Science Reveals (page 15)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)
n The Necessary Change of Standpoint
(page 14)
n The Ordered Approach to the One Being
(page 15)
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RECORDED CLASSES
n A-6V, Syllabus V (26 hours) (page 27)
n B-2, From Atomistic Thinking
to Cybernetic Comprehensive
Consciousness (27 hours) (page 27)
n B-6I, Fundamental Questions on the
Science of Christian Science (Part 1):
The Steps from Metaphysics to Science
(8 hours) (page 28)
n B-6IV, Ascending and Descending the 4
Levels of Science (2 hours) (page 28)
n C-1AP, CH. XVI, The Apocalypse,
The Structure of the Christian Science
Textbook—Our Way of Life (25
hours) (page 31)
n D-1, The 4 Levels of Science (24 hours)
(page 34)
n D-3, The 7 Synonymous Terms for God:
Symbols of the dimensional translatability
of God (8 hours) (page 35)
n E-1, The Structure of Being and its
Universal Laws (39 hours) (page 35)
n G-3, The Model of Being and its
Universal Laws (25 hours) (page 37)
n J-10, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding
our Oneness with Being (Joel Jessen)
(10 hours) (page 38)
n M-16, The Dimensional Structuring of
the Ideas of the 7 Synonyms for God
(7 hours) (page 41)
n M-21, The Impact of the Divine Idea on
the World (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-24, The Two Translations (2 hours)
(page 42)
n M-25, The Implication of the Two
Translations (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-30, The Dimensional Consciousness of
the One Being (3 hours) (page 43)
n M-31, The Concept of Dimensionalism
(1 hour) (page 43)
n M-32, The Tones of the 4 Levels of
Science (5 hours) (page 43)
n M-36, Healing on the Levels of absolute
Christian Science, divine Science, and
Science itself (3 hours) (page 43)

n M-39, The Relationship Between the
Two Translations of the Christ (2 hours)
(page 44)
n M-45, A Short Review of The 4 Levels of
Science (3 hours) (page 44)
n M-46, Handling Evil: The 4 levels of
Science (2 hours) (page 44)
n M-47, The Question of Evil as Seen from
the 4 Levels of Science (1 hour) (page 44)
n M-48, Practice on the 4 Levels of Science
(3 hours) (page 44)
n X-2, The Logic of Christian Science
(5 hours) (page 45)
n X-13, The Eight Ordered Steps to Finding
our Oneness with Being (1 hour) (page 46)

Divine Cybernetics

BOOKS
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n A Study Aid for the Science of Christian
Science (page 18)
n Man: The Thinker—or the Thought?
(page 13)
n The Four Levels of Spiritual
Consciousness (page 12)
RECORDED CLASSES
n B-2, From Atomistic Thinking
to Cybernetic Comprehensive
Consciousness (27 hours) (page 27)
n D-2, Divine Cybernetics: The protoscience, the integral Science
(20 hours) (page 34)
n D-4, Divine Cybernetics and the Selfoperating “Dimensional Laws” of the
One Being, God (24 hours) (page 35)
n M-26, “Idea” Within the Framework
of Divine Cybernetics (1 hour) (page 42)
n M-38, Introduction to Divine
Cybernetics (2 hours) (page 43)
n M-51, Cybernetic Consciousness
(1 hour) (page 45)
n X-15, Divine Cybernetics (2
hours)(page 46)
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Christian Science—
Government & Ethics

BOOKS
n A Statement by John W. Doorly
(John W. Doorly) (page 18)
n Christian Government—Its Scientific
Evolution (page 9)
n “Quo vadis?” Where are you going,
Christian Scientist? (page 16)
RECORDED CLASSES
n J-8, Theocracy in the Light of Christian
Science (Joel Jessen) (4 hours) (page 38)
n M-23, The Ethics of Christian Science
(1 hour) (page 42)
n M-42, I & II Samuel—The David Story
(5 hours) (page 44)

Christian Science
and World Issues

BOOKS
n Christian Science in the World of Today
and Tomorrow (page 10)
n Evolution—Material or Spiritual?
(page 11)
n From the Physical, Through the Mental,
To the Spiritual (Joel Jessen) (page 12)
n Man: The Thinker—or the Thought?
(page 13)
n The Spiritual Breakthrough to the Next
Millennium (page 17)
RECORDED CLASSES
n G-2, The Science of Being—
As I See It Today (8 hours) (page 37)
n G-4, The Spiritual Challenge of Today
(1 hour) (page 37)
n G-5, The World’s Problems Today—
and We? (1.5 hours) (page 37)
n J-7, The Education of the Future in the
Light of Christian Science (Joel
Jessen) (5 hours) (page 38)
n J-8, Theocracy in the Light of Christian
Science (Joel Jessen) (4 hours) (page 38)
n M-4, The Contribution of Christian
Science to the World (1 hour) (page 40)
n M-21, The Impact of the Divine Idea on
the World (1 hours) (page 42)
n M-52, The State of the World Today:
The global crisis (4 hours) (page 45)
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